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In Magdalena, and went tn Chicago,
('rala; who had become
Infatuated
with the woman, wanted to get the
money so he eould go to Chicago and
Join her there, so the rumor runs.
Juan Chaver. y Bnca has long been reputed to have a very large sum of go!d
coin burled at his ranch. For a great
many years he has been bringing
wool, hides, and produce to Magdalena, and it is a well known fact th.U
he never accepts anything but gold in
payment. It Is also known he has
always taken this money to his ranch.
Queen an Intelligent Fellow.
Queen is an Intelligent and well appearing young fellow and does not
look like a criminal. He says he served two years in the United States army In the Philippines, came back a
few months ago, and has been making
his home near Fort Wlngate
and
around the lumber camps. He met .i
brother of Craig who lives near Guam
and thus became acquainted
with
Tom Craig himself.
Queen says that when Bryan made
his campaign in 1R96 he and two oth
fellows, all in college at
Richard Queen Given Up by er young Indiana,
secured work with
Mr. Bryan as stenographers
and ac
Navajos Who Rescue Bandit companied
him on his famous trip la
year.
From Death by Thirst on the that
While the attempted crime was
very deliberate and
on- Desert.
the outcome has caused little excitement or much feeling one way or the
other. The old ranchman Is expects
to recover and from present appearMAKES CLEAN BREAST;
ances Castillo will probably be exon'
WOMAN AT BOTTOM erated on the ground of self defense,
of blame for the killing of Craig.
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Yaquis' Victims Given
Up for Dead Back
With Tale of Outrage

By Carrier. 80c. a Month,
By Mull. $5.00 a War.
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Republican Politician of Tucson Survives

10 JAIL

Bloody Battle With Savage Indian.

ROLL CALL

'

PITCHED BATTLE OVER

EXTORTING SECOND NICKEL

'

cold-blood-

Royal Chauffeur Fined.

London, Aug. J 3. Prince Arthur of
Craig Planned to Kill Chavez
Oonna tight 's chauffeur was fined $50
Family to Get Buried Gold to today for having exceeded the speed
limit. He drove the prince and two
Pay Way to Chicago to Join women at a speed that the police said
was 25 miles an hour.

Special to the Mornl ng Journal
Phoenix, Ariz., Aug. 131 A report
received here from Tucson says FraiK
Avila, a well known republican
politician of that city and a member f
several fraternal societies returned c
n
that city today after having been
up for dead. Mr. Avila left Tucson
two months ago to Inspect a mining
property in the Ilres district, south jí
Nogales.
Nothing more was heard of
him after he left Nogales until todav.
There hud been an indefinite rumor of
a collision between some mining prospectors under an escort of soldiecs
and a detachment of Yaquis, south af
Nogales nnd it was feared that Mr.
Avila might have been a member of
the party.
It turns out that he was. He said
that while they were proceeding along
the road they were ambushed by the
gi-e-

Yaquis who were Concealed behlnl
rocks on both sides of the road. The
soldiers and proepectors sought cover Employe of First National of
and a battle ensned. Several of the
Birmingham Stole $97,000
soldiers had fallen at the first lire
from ambush and áltogether six r
to Gamble in Cotton Futhem were killed. In the encounter.
Four of the Yaquis were killed and
tures,
the rest were driven off. Mr. Avila
was among the wounded He was taken to an out of the way mining camp
where he remained until he had
CHISOLM STEPS FROM
sufficiently to travel.
The Woodmen of the World of
TRAIN TO POLICE'S ARMS
which organization he Is a member,
made inquiries for him through all
that part of Mexico without hearing Popular Young Society Man
anything of him. He was given ip
for dead and the lodge h id arranged
Breaks Down and Confessto send a man - to make a search
throughout that region for Informaes He Has Been Looting
tion regarding him.

near

ranch,

Magdalena,

INCREASE MR , GOMPERS PECOS

BIG

Thursduy

night, whlctk resulted In the shooting
of Craig by Juan Montoya y Castillo, is
now behind the bars of the Socorro
by Deputy
Jail. lie was captured
Sheriff Bonifacio Lopez Saturday nopn
six miles from the Chavez ranch on
Information given the authorities by
Navajo Indians. He was brought to
SoCorrO lat night and lodged In jail,
and today made to the Morning Joui-ncorrespondent a full confession of
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BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
IS GETTING

GOES AFTER HIM ON

BUSY

COOLIE LABOR QUESTION

A

NEW ARGUMENT
FOR JOINT STATEHOOD

Reduce Territorial
Tax Labor Leader. Denounces Can- U. S, Bateman Says if Arizona
Rate From 95 Cents to 75
al Chairman and Says He
Were Sure Annexation
Cents on Each One HunIs Trying to Give Double
Would Follow She Would
dred Dollars of Valuation.
Cross to Organized Labor,
Not Repudiate Jointure,

Will

-
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trouble."

"Craig then walked back to the
house and uiiked old man Baca for a
match, with me after him. He gol hv
match and I then stepped out the
door, thinking Craig was coming after
me. Just as I turned my back I heard
the old man scream and heard a
I whirled around and
click.
fired once or twice Into the crowd. I
don't know exactly what happened after that, the firing was general and the
mix-u- p
was frightful.
In a moment f
saw Craig fall and supposing him to
he killed, I turned and ran.
"During the fight a bullet grafted
my forehead above the eye where you
see this scab. I got lost and aa ny
horse was scared away by the shod
Ing, I wandered around all night and
nil day and finally got to the Navalo
settlement Just In time to save my Ufo.
When I asked the Indians for a hoi
they got usp(clous and notified Lop '
over at Santa Rita."
All Over a Woman.
It Is understood that Infatuation for
n woman who formerly lived In Magwas at
dalena,
the
bottom of
Craig's crime. The
woman
lett
her husband who la one of the
most respected and
popular men
er

Special to the Morning Journal.
Phoenix, Ariz., Aug. 13. The territorial board of equalization met here
today for the purpose of fixing the territorial tax rate. It will also equalize
the assessments of the various counties of the territory as to that part Df
the county returns wherein they apply
to mines and mining claims. By a
unanimous vote of the board the return! of Graham county will be taken
as a standard and other counties raised to meet those returns. This will
mean an Increase In the mine valuations of $15.000,000. Of this amount,
the United Verde mine at Jerome and
the Copper Queen and Calumet and
Arizona mines at Blsbee will stand the
major part. The action of the board
will reduce the territorial
tax rate
from !).ri cents to 75 cents on each $100
valuation.

HUGE SHEEP DEAL
IN

PECOS VALLEY

7.000 Lambs Sold to Hllnolsan fur
$3.00 n Head by Capt. lie liruinontl.

Special to the Morning Journal.
Hoswell.

N. M., Aug.

portant sheep deal

13.

An

Im-

was closed here today when Captain Charles De
sold 7,000 choice lambs from
Bhropelre bucks to F. E. Baker, a well
known sheep buyer of Whitehall, Illinois, at $3.60 a head. This Is a top
New Mexico price. De Bremond Is doing an Important work In breeding to
raise the standard of New Mexico
wool and sheep.
Bre-mo-

Jerome Will Accept.
New York, Aug. 13. John A.
chief clerk In District Attor
ney Jerome's office and manager ol
Mr. Jerome's last campaign, gave out
as his belief yesterday that Mr. Jerome would accept the nomination for
governor on the democratic ticket If
there was a strong demand for his
nomination.
Hen-berr-

Washington,
Aug. 13. President
Gomners of the American EVdprn- tlon of Labor, in an authorized state
ment today takes issue with Chalr- han Shontn of the Tsthmlnn nnnül
commission on some of th lntttr'.
statements on the experiment of coolie
iaoor in constructing the Panama
Canal.
Mr. Gompers characterizes as
an absurdity the contention of Chair
man nnuuis mar. me law witn respect
to the exclusion of ('bínese
nniv
annlicable to the territnrvnt lb Hm'n
subect to the authority of the United
mates ana mat tne canal was acquired subsequent to that date.
There Is no such provision, says Mr.
Gompers, In the law referred to and
ne cues tne various publications of
law In this connection. Mr. Gompers
declares that neither he nor Tnt.ww
O'Connell, president of the Interna- iioimi Association or Machinists, who
visited Mr. Shonts, was able to persuade him from his position on the
eight-hou- r
question, and they devoted
little attention to the subject of Chinese coolies, because, he says, Mr.
Shonts emphatically declared it was
not his Intention to employ them.
The charge Is specifically made by
Mr. Gompers that Chairman Shonts
"had sufficient influence with
the
congress hostile to labor to secure aneight-hounulment of not only the
r
law, but the eight-hou- r
principle In
the construction of the Panama canal." The future," he says, "will determine the Judgment of the people of
our country upon that subject."

CLOUDBURST

TAKES OUT

6,000 FEET OF TRACK
Southern Pacific Mopes to Have Big
Washouts Bridged Thursday.

y,

Houston, Tex., Aug. 13. Work of
repairing the Southern Pacific tracks
at Sanderson
proceeding rapidly and
unless there are further rains traffic
will be practically resumed Thursday.
The cloudburst of yesterday washed away 8,000 feet of track and 1,000
teet of bridges In the Meyers and Willow Springs canyons, near Lnngley, In
GREEK G UÑÍ LAY IS
addition to the six miles already gone.
One Mexican fell
Into
a swollen
SIGNAL FOR BIG FIGHT stream and was drowned yesterday.
1

Special to the Morning Journal.
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 13. Hon. U.
S. Bateman, a strong advocate of Joint
statehood, In an Interview given here
today, goes on record with a new
theory as a vote maker for Jointure
with Arizona.
"There is no show of single statehood lp years to come," said Mr.
"The Pecos valley, conBateman.
sidered the best portion of the territory of New Mexico, should be, and
probably will be annexed to Texas If
Joint statehood is voted down. If Arizona were convinced that Chaves, Eddy, Lincoln, Roosevelt and Guada-loup- e
counties would be annexed to
Texas in the event that Joint statehood would fail, she would certainly
prefer not to lose this best portion Of
New Mexico, to be ultimately forced
Into a union with the remaining portion of the territory. The republicans
would control Arizona and unanimously if Joint statehood should fail.
"In the event statehood
carries
there will be more emigrants to the
state of Arizona In one year than to
both territorios In any five years of
their separate existence as territories."
Mr. Bateman has written to senators, the governor of Texas and to
President Koosevelt asking opinions
as to the annexation of the Pecos valley to Texas in the event that Joint
statehood Is voted down.

ST, PETERSBURG" POLICE
GET

A

WOODEN GUN

Czar's Cops Also Seize Explosive
tory and Lot of Dynamite.

Fac-

St. Petersburg, Aug. 13 Indications
at the meeting of the central committee of the old Octoberlst party, which
closed today, point to the amalgamation of the Octoberlsts with the ne v
peaceful party of regenoratlonlsts and
the acceptance of the program drawn
up by Count Hoyden, M. Gulchkoff
and others. All speakers at the meeting of the committee expressed themselves as In favor of this plan, and a
resolution was adopted to transmit an
appeal to the regeneratlonlsts of all
provincial labor committees to request a vote on the question of the
union of the two parties. It had been
hoped that the conservative wing
would
the constitutional democrats
Join in tills movement, although hotheads among the Octoberlsts were disposed to Insist on formal abjuration of
the constitutional democratic party on
the ground that It had prostituted
to revolutionary Ideas and shipwrecked the parliament. The p.nllcc
of St. Petersburg today captured 0
wooden model of a field gun which
had been used for the training of a
company of revolutionary artillery.
The police also seized a factory which
was engaged In making shells a.tl
bombs, of which fifty nnd a quantity
of dynamite and pyroclllne were captured.

Ripley Goes to Canal Zone.
Washington, Aug. IS. Joseph Hip-leformer superintendent of the Son
canal, has been appointed principal
assistant engineer of the Panama
London, Aug. 13. A dispatch from canal.
Vienna to the London News Agency
slates that the disturbances at Ahlolu TERRIFIC RAÍÑSÁRE
on August 12 were the result of an
demonstration which th-SUBMERGING VIRGINIA
Greeks sought to break up by rifle
Shooting. Prolonged fighting ensued,
both sides losing heavily. The Bul- Wilier Waist Beep In Streets of Norgarians then set fire to the town l'l
folk and Downpour Continue.
four places. The Grecian Cloister if
St. George was stormed during
the
singing of a Te Deum. The situation
Norfolk, Aug. 13. With almost unfinally became so serious that troops precedented
rains for nearly two
had to be summoned from Burgas. months the record of the present sun
The Greeks held a meeting at which II nier was broken last night and today
was decided to urm themselves with with n full of between four nnd five
I ,
Qncer Professor Rack.
Hi, lnut livAnlu.fniii
hnnr.
rifles and revolvers for the defence jí:.)..
Chicago, Aug. 13. After an unexof their churches and cloisters, and to and the rain still continues. Floods ocblow up the churches rather than al- curred everywhere and the city and plained absence of three years. Pro!.
low them to fall Into hands of .he suburban street car traffic Is tied up Charles N. Frye, former superintendnulgarlans. The dispatch adds that n'. Postofflcc, railroad and other em- ent of the Chicago Normal school, has
Ruatchuck 20,000 Bulgarians tried to ployes wore compelled to l..- at their returned home. One of his first acts
storm the Greek consulate, but were work early this morning and wore upon his arrival at his home was t.i
compelled to wade tn some places al- hand a roll of crisp $100 bills, totaldriven off by the troops.
A dispatch from Vienna to the same most wulst deep. Conditions are bad ing five thousand, to his wife with the
agency says that the news of the ex- everywhere us a result of the great remark, "Ask me no questions." Fry-cess against Greeks In eastern Rum-eli- a fall of water. Great damage to crops was 31 years old when he disappearoccasions much excitement an l Is reported. At Richmond Dr. I) F. ed. Since that day no word has been
Indignation, adding that It Is expected Billion wan drowned while crossing received from him by his wife. He is
Bun piiild to have made money In the Phil
that Greece will be compelled :n Slagg Creek. His
break off diplomatic relations with was saved by his father placing him ippines where he resided for several
years.
In a tree.
I Bulgaria.
ChiHh

Willi Bulgarians at Alilolu
in
Battle.
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cutiré OF OTEN BLAND
Chicago, Aug. 13. The banks of

BIGGEST FLEET

the Chicago Clearing House associa
reward of $5,000
tion have offered
for the apprehension of Paul O. Stens-lanfugitive president of the American Avenue State bank. So anxious
are the bankers to capture the accused official that a conference was held
this afternoon to decide upon some
action to asslt the police authorities
In their search for Stensland and the
passage of a resolution to pay this reward was the result.
The failed bank has two receivers
tonight. Judge Gibbons In the circuit
court this afternoon appointed the
Chicago Title and Trust company as
receiver, the appointment being made
on petition of one of the creditors of
Following the apthe institution.
pointment of the trust company a demand was made upon Judge Fetzer,
was appointed receiver of the PRESIDENT TO REVIEW
who
bank by Judge Brentuno in the superIMPOSING PAGEANT
ior court last week, that he turn over
all books and papers to the new receiver. Attorneys for Receiver Fett-ze- r
advised him to refuse the request Forty-Fiv- e
Warships Will Carand a bitter contest ns to who will be
receiver Is sure to follow.
ry Before Executive 1,175
It Is decided by all the attorneys
who asked for the new receiver today
Guns, 812 Officers and
that Fetzer's appointment In the superior court was Illegal because Judge
Bretano was without proper Jurisdic15,235 Men,
tion when he made the appointment.
I

d,

OLD GLORY

Washington, Aug. 13. Orders for
the formation of the Atlantic fleet to
be reviewed by President Roosevelt at
DIES AT VENTM0RE Oyater Bay September 3 were Issued
at the navv department today. Tho
president will be aboard the Mayflow- ruinous Author and Dramatist Pass- er, and the fleet which he will review
will be the strongest, If not the larges Away I'lH'xpet'tedly.
est In numbers, ever assembled under
the United States ling, it will consist
London, Aug. 13. Mrs. Pearl Mary of forty-fiv- e
vessels carrying 1,17s
E. Teresa Cralgle (John Oliver Hob-bes- ), guns, commanded by XI 2 officers with
the author and dramatist, died IB, 235 men. Of the guns twenty are
seventy-thre- e
thirty-eigin her sleep sometime during the night
lnch,
twelve "Inch. 158
Her
of hay fever, aged 60 years.
thirty-tw- o
and
death was totally unexpected, she alxty-sl- x
auxiliary
The
having been perfectly well when she 778 under four Inch.
In
carry
g
ddltlon
will
ehlps
retired. Mrs. Or.ilgle hnd been apend-In- and supply
a fortnight at her home, Steep to which is hord the wrshlns, 7,400
Hill ensile, Ventmore, Isle of Wight, tons of coal, 2,500 tons provisions and
where she went Sunday afternoon to 850,000 gallons.
keep an engagement.
Mullen Says There's No Banger.
Dixon Looks Higher.
Ef Paso, Tex., Aug. 13. All 'he
Helena, Mont., Aug. IS. Congress- strikers on the Mexican Central reman Joe M. Blton, of Missoula, who turned to work today. They got an lc-has represented Mnitnna In the lower Fee BO In pny, but no other emicc-stonMexican Consul Mnllen Mya
house for two terms today announce
there Is absolutely no danger from 'in
that he Is not a candidate for
and Ihnt he Is a candidate for uprising In Mexico and his governthe Culled Stales senate tn succeed W, ment la prepared In protect foreigners
and nal Ives alike.
A. Clark.

JOHN OLIVER H0BBES
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CONEY OF KANSAS IS

nt

Brooklyn Rapid Transit company for
passage to Coney Island supreme
court Justice Oaynor having decided
that five cents was the legal fare,
lead to further excitement today.
Tjite tonight the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company relaxed It enforcement of Its rule that double tarea
must be paid. Numbers of pass, ligera on cars bound from Coney Island
who would not pay the extra five
cents were allowed by conductors and
inspectors to continue on their way.
That the officials of Kings county
and the Borough of Brooklyn were
prepared to enforce Justice Gaynor's
decision became apparent during the
day.
District Attorney Clarke, of
Kings county detailed one of his assistants to hear complaints of rough
treatment by the company's employee
because they had refused to pay an
extra fare. Mr. Clark also announced
that prosecutions would follow every
proven case of maltreatment.
Bor
ough President Bird S. Coler issued a
public- statement advising patrons to
pay but a single fare for u ride from
points In Brooklyn borough to Coney
land and the police In the affected
district were ordered t8 be ready to
quell any fresh disturbance.
Mean'
Acting Police Commissioner
time
Waldo revoked permita empowering
the company to employ special policemen to assist the regular men of the
com puny to put off its cars persons
who resisted any demands for the extra fare. Commissioner Waldo declared that the ruling of Justice Oaynor would be enforced and any roughness toward passengers by company
representatives would meet with arrest. This was offset and complicated
to some extent by an official opinion
by Acting Mayor McC.ouan later in
the dav. after a conference betweeen
him and Corporation Counsel Delaney.
that the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company had the right to refuse to carry
persons who refused to pay a second
fare and the company's employes
might use force, If need be, In case
of resistance.
Meantime, the company, throuch
Its counsel,
Edward W.
Hatch. Issued a statement defending
the right of the company to charge a
ten-cefare to Coney Island. F. J.
Calderwood. vice president and general manager of the company, backed
up this opinion by a statement that
business would be done "In tho same
old way."
This afternoon the company's employes again began halting cars whenever second fares were not forthcoming from passengers and demanding
their payment. Several affrays occurred and there were some arrests.
Numerous threats were made nganst
the company and In some Instances
stones were thrown at cars and company employes, hut by this evening
serious trouble was regarded ns Improbable, It was thought the whole
question would resolve Itself Into litigation to force the company to
charge only a single fare.

Chlsholm, paying teller of the First
National bank, was arrested, charged
with the embezzlement of $27,000 ot
the bank's funds, given a preliminary
hearing before United States Commissioner' it. B. Watson, put under bonds
of $50,000, and, failing to make it, tonight Is In the custody of the United
States facials at one of the principal hotel! of the city. During the afternoon W. L. Sims and C. M. Hays,
manager and assistant manager of a
stock and cotton brokerage warehouse, were arresteit
h ii ee.l with
...
.; ..ii.. ... , I.
L
il.li,... uiiu
i.i aurLinig
n
lilt:
..muir,
of National bank funds. They ere
also given a preliminary hearing this
evening and Sim's bond was fixed at
$50,000
and Hays' bond at $10,000.
Both furnished bonds.
The shortage at the First National
bank was discovered while Ohltholm
uas on his annual vacation.
The
bank had a lurge reserve fund on
hand and it was from this that the
amount was taken.
Officials decided to wait and allow
Chlsholm to return voluntarily. When
he stepped from the train this morning he was confronted Uy the federal
officials and several directors of the
bank. He at first stoutly denied any
knowledge of any shortage, but later,
in the presence of the Bréete rs, made
a full confession.
W. P. Q. Harding, president of the
First National bunk, said this afternoon that the bank would not lose the
whole amount, and that tho defalcation would not affect tho Institution.
The bank has a capital 'of $1,000.000
and a surplus of $400,000. When
Chlsholm was arretted $3,000 was taken from his suit ease. He was bonded
by one of the large bond companies
for $30.000.
The difference between these amounts and the shortage has already been taken from the
undivided profits account of the bank
and charged to profit and loss.
Young Chlsholm was one of the
most popular young men socially and
personally In Birmingham. He comes
from one of the best families In the
south.
It Is said that practically all tho
money embezzled by Chlsholm has
been used In speculation In cotton futures, and his losses have extended
over a period of several months. It Is
said that he traded under an assumed
name, made all his payments for
margins In cash, and that not one of
his Intimate friends knew aught of
the transactions.
t

the crime which he and Craig attempted.
The story of the plot and Its out
come Is most remarkable ami as usual '
B
woman, and a bud woman at thai,
Is at the bottom of the tragedy. After the killing of Craig, Queen who
fled In the darkness with blood apuri-In- g
from a slight bullet wound over
one eye, became lost. He wandered
mi foot all Thursday night and Friday
In the fearful heat of the sandy mesa
until near nightfall he caught sight oí
a Navajo
Indian squaw. Knowing
there must be a settlement nearby hi
followed the woman to a Navajo vll-- I.
:,i v..i'ri res ih.- '.vir eras i'
most dying of thirst. He finally dragged himself to a pool of water on th?
outskirts of the village and drank.
"Everything was Whirling round tne
when I got to the water," said Queen,
"and If I had been a few minutes liter finding it I would have cashed in."
Queen's
actions and the bullet
wound over his eye aroused the suspicion of the Navajos who sent word to
Deputy Sheriff Lopez at Santa Rita.
The latter at once saddled and rode to
i lie village
airu piuceu chucen uuu'Ji
arrest, the mati being too weak to resist. He was at once taken to Magdi-lenabout twenty miles away and
thence to Jail at Socorro.
"Yes, the story as printed In the
Morning Journal was about correct.''
admitted Queen to the Morning Journal correspondent after the latter had
talked with him In his cell for ab ut
halt an hour. "Castillo, who killed
Craig, told the story about as It happened."
"Several days ago," said Queen.
"Craig and I were out at Ketncr, In
Valencia county, when Craig told me
that an old Mexican, naming Juan
Chavea y Baca, had an enormous sum
twenty
of gold buried on his ranch
miles northwest of Magdalena and
that he, Craig, intended to go out and
get it. He asked me to go with him.
old him that I had never undertaken that sort Of a Job and that he hail
better not try It. 'I must have the
money,' said Craig, 'because I am hard
up.' 'If you don't go with me I will
go alone.' So I told him I would stay
with him."
"We left Ketner, where Craig hail
been working in the lumber camps, o'i
August 6. We made directly across
country for the ranch and arrived In.
that vicinity on the evening of the tth.
After he got near the ranch I stopped
Cialg and tried hard to dissuade hlin
from attempting to carry out the robbery.
" 'You are a coward,' gald Craig, 'I
am going to have that old man's m
ney or die In the attempt.' ,1 could not
stand for being culled a coward, bo
we went on up to the ranch house arriving, thafp about 9 o'clock. Castillo
we
came out and as a blind
Inquiries about
made some
the
McBrlde
ranch. We then asked If
on Id
we
supper and
It
have
wus given to us. After we had finished our ((upper I went out to where the
horses were and called Craig out. 'For
Cod's sake!' I Raid to him, 'give up
this Job.' Those people know who v.?
are, they have their suspicions aroused, and they are armed and ready for

ion,

Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 13. Within twelve hours today Alexander
B.

VALLEY

s

New York, Aug. 13. The determination of the people to resist the
payment of a ten-cefare to the

Bank for Months,

Lady Love.
.Special to the Morning Journal.
Socorro, X. M., Aug. 13. Richard
Queen, the man who was with Tom
Craig in the attack on the Chavez

Street
Streets of Minneapolis Jammed
Rather Than Take
With Vast Throng of VeterPink Trip Slip for a Ten Cent
ans of War of the RebellFare,

New Yorkers Fight

PROBABLE COMMANDER

Clara Barton, of Red Cross
Fame Comes to Great Encampment to Meet Again
With Gray Old Soldiers,
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13. The
rush of visitors to this city for the
annual encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic continues unabated, and the present prospect is that
the meeting will be one of the most
successful ever held by the Grand
Army.
According to the estimates of railroad men fully one hundred thousand
people have so far arrived and do
ens of trains running in two and three
sections are still on the way.
Minneapolis has risen to the occasion In magnificent fashion, and it is
difficult to mention anything tlfat
could be done for the entertainment
and comfort of her visitors
which
has not already been provided. Numerous committees have been appointed to receive the veterans at the
dopots. and a man has but to mention who he is and declare his desires. At nearly ever corner In th;;
business section of the city Is an 'information booth." A feature of tho
thoughtfulness that underlies the entire work so far done by the loc.nl
entertainment committee is found in
the numerous benches that are plac ed
along both sides of all downtown
streets.
These afford a resting place for tens
of thousands of wearied pedestrians
No feature of the encampment
has
been so productive ot comfort and
satisfaction.
Flags nnd hunting are everywhere
from roofs to sidewalks, and banners
are swung In endless profusion
the streets. The decorations, acroal
as thev now Mem, are still n lavish
gress and they will be increased prohe morning of Wednesday, whenuntil
all
the business houses of the city will
close in honor of the great
parade
I he contest
for national commander
is growing warmer although
no
amount of electioneering has somat
lacheen done.
The fri,.ds of Cáptala
1. H. Coney, of Kansas, are making
what is outwardly the- mosl aggres-.-IVcampaign and claim to be
confident of the' clc, Hon of their falrlv
Other candidates whoso names nun
untieing
strongly pushed are
b
Brown, of Zanesvllle. Ohio, and RCha'
G. Burton, of Missouri.
There is no
contest worth mentioning for any of
the minor offices.
Clara Barton.
the famous
Cross worker, arrived l Minnoa BedI
today to attend the encampment and
will remain during the week to enjoy
being with the soldiers, for whom she
worked so Industriously during the
great war. Miss Barton came
with
tiie Massachusetts department
A number ot veterans were overcome by the heat today and taken to
hospitals.
-

rqdsevelTbusy
talking politics
Big

Guns
Gather Around I'ewtul
Hoard m Haga moer i tin.

Oyster Bay. Aug. 3 This was
day at Sagamore inn. President
Boosevell s linw
n Ruests numbered
live and the to; les of discussion ranged from the prospects of republican
success In the congressional enmpnltin
to the digging of the Panama canal,
itepresentatlve James 8. Sherman, oí
Xew York, chairman of the republican
congressional campaign committee,
brought the matter for mnterlnl discussion. He had the proofs of the new
campaign text books for the president's revision and approval beside
several of the arguments
which
Speaker Cunnon Is to make In his convention speech tomorrow at Danville.
III. Theodore P. Shonts, of tho Isthmian canal commission, who landed
from Panama Saturday Informed tne
president of affairs at present on the
Isthmus. Secretary Joseph B. Bishop,
of the commission, came with Mr.
Shonts and remained a house irueet o;'
the president. Henry W. Tnft. of KeW
Tork. brother of the secretary of war
was nlso a guest as was nohert W.
Bridges, the author.
Bepresentatlve Longwnrth. who is a
member of the campaign committee,
took part In the present discussion
and will visit the republican headquarters In New York tomorrow.
1

vis-Itor- s'

I

To Complete Illg Project.
Washington, Aug. ts. As soon as
Inventories have been taken of tncontractor's outfits selxed by the geological survey at Corbet! tunnel nnj
Shoshone dam. on the Irrigation pri-Jet- a
of northern Wyoming, consldero- tlon will bo given to plans of completing these great contracts. The fallu-- e
of Charles Speer at Cnrbott tunnel and
Pendegast and Clarkson at Shoshone
dam tn live up to the terms of their
contracts Is being Investigated
nnd
may have some bearing on the method of completing
the works. It le
likely the geological survey will continue the works with equipment and
supplies seized rather than let anchor contract. More than a million du't
lars la involved.
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Ban Francisco, Aug. 13. Tlx- Rhino
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Woman Who Committed Sui- 1,1
eenagraton. a cablegram
cide in Fort Worth Had Been 'f
l" that effect was received tmlav bv
There for Many Moons and owwmi Manager Matbt from th-

'

OKloe.

The company does

THE JAFFA

I

-

.

'

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

GROCERY COMFY

Woman's Relief

The "Cirl in Red," urn' of Whom
appeared In the liich diving act wit'.:
thc Or. Carver luirse show not long
that marvelous, curative extract, or natural essence cf herbs, which
sine.- In this . iiy proves to bo a rather
exerts such a wonderful strengthening influence on all female organs,
Unfortunately
ubiquitous personage.
Ibe one f livr who committcil su- Cardui relieves pain, regulates the menses, stops drains and stim
. i
In Fui
Worth, Texan, not long
ulates the muscles to pull the womb up into place.
,iro. Is nut the one who was here, In
It Is a safe and permanent cure for all female cc nolaints.
pile of ii tmmc
lurid ainl sensa-Mon- a
In
account which appeared
an evening paper telling nil about h.n
WRITE US A LETTER
the ni. ie was the girl w ho recen tl)
"I SUFFERED AWFUL PAIN
ntert.iincil the people of Albuquer- in my womb and o ri is," writes Mrs
In strictest confidence, telling us all
Ill
one.
the meantime another on. of
;er Groves.Mo.,
Naomi Bake, of V.
your troubles. We will send free adthe "filrl in Red" I reported to have up.
Admy raense, were very painful
envelope).
"and
(in
sealed
vice
plain
been ilrowncil nenr Bants
Ifottli a.
and irregular. Sii e taking Cardui I
Countess Anna Gets One Child.
dress: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The
'.il. Further deaths of the manifold
Purls, Aug.
feel like a new w man, and do not
IS. According to a
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chatta
personality arc hourly expected. The
suffer as did."
nooga, Tena.
Fori Worth Record has the following private agreement made by count and
to say about the fflrl who Sttlcld .1 Countess Castellans at least one of
the children will remain with the
there:
Ii was learned yesterday thai Mrs. mother all of the time.
A. F. Crenshaw, who committcil sul-- ,
cide last Tuesday evening by taking
strychnine, had a career dating back
GO INTEREST I
several years which, for dating and ACETYLENE
TO EXPLORE GREAT
novelty, .savors somewhat of the unreal,
it win he recalled that the román
i mm
i n
took poison anil then reported the
deed to her husband, who summoned
ANU
MARKFT !.
a physician.
Mrs. Crenshaw wat ii
yond all earthly relief and died In
IIIIIIIIIIbI
I the inmost endeavors of the
api
physicians to sae her. On her death
bed she repented of her deed and
IS INJURED
I RT STANTON
that other physicians bo called In
an effort to save her.
.Mrs. Crenshaw was only
'J y. irs
Old, hut into that brief ipan had' been
rr
crowded 4 series of adventures
noi
dispatch from Fort Stanton, N
civeu to most women or men for John Strumquist Has Na. rowsK. (Trnated That 80 Per Cent ot At.,A savs:
matter
to experience,
that
Escape
great ca rn on the reservation
From Losin z
she lit nnlil to he the lit t woman
Has of The
Total Clip of Country
puljlic health and
tic United S
10 make a successful lllght in .in aire
hodpital n .ir hen- Is to he
Through Explosion of a Gas
ship. This occurred September is
Now Been Sold or Consign marine
1 in
lias been known
plored.
I ";,,
In l.os Angeles. Cal., at whirl,
since the eStabll diment of the
Machine,
ed, Market Shows Stren rrtli
time she manipulated the "Bullet."
lili tary post at Foi
In 183f,, and
which WM one of the few ships ulii. h
is, during the slav of the troop.-- ,
have made successful flights In the
Ji ill
Strimi'iuist, I', reman of tin
United states. At that time the was
New York, Aug. 13. Dradgtreet's explored by tin- oldlers. Due or two
explorations of the
known as Nellie e Vaughn, and WAR plumbing Brm of , L. Bell a Co., Review, discussing the wool markets, parties have madi
cavo In later ye s, but no record of
heralded as the most beautiful of thi has a badly burned face and hands as has tin- following.
known, other than
Interés) in wool is now centered n their discoveries
world's feminine areonauts.
On one the remit of the explosion of an acetd
occasion the rudder of the ship in ylene gas machine, with which he Ilusión. It is estimated that from Sti thai they penetralto d the cave for
the remains of
which she was sailing became de. mu tinkering at the Bell shop sun- - to !I0 ncr cent of tile total clip of the eral miles and
country has now been soi l or consign- an old boat then in, which had pre
ranged and she held bravely to the day night.
sumably been built by the soldiers for
hip through a varied Might, until she
Btrumquiat was engaged In genorat-- . ed. The large buyers, especially the use
mi the subterranean stream widen
landed safely mum Ierra in m
ng gas v. ith the machine when he worsted and dress goods mills, who
llave sold largo amounts of goods, finds its course through the cave.
.espapcrs came .,,
tUh., with detected a leak In th- - apparatus,
t
litaclie
This stream is in some places quli"
market and
of the young woman's dar- - Plorlng for the icik with a lighted have been in
sales of wool have been larger, wide and deep, and the boat was eving achievements and she was fre-- I match, he found It. The discovery was tual
w iih
great Increase in idently U30d to cross from one side to
prospei t of
quently
designated
"The
Alrshlo simultaneous with a terria. ,.vi.i..u,... the demand soon. In fact, the inanu- blind lish
been found
Queen ana
r
n.
o n
.i,
Diew
wnicn
tnc machine Into Junk facturera seem to be satisfied that In the stream and a have
Insect of
üouda.
On her second vavasn rIi rind bur
tha faee and hands of Mr. good wools are as low as they will bl- unknown speed is seenwhite
In
the cbam-I- "
sailed to a height of 7,ooo feet. Her Strumquist painfully luit nut seriously ind are covering
their wants. The
rs and passages of the cave.
husband, Adolph fun-hawaccom-pnnle- d
How he leaned losing his eyesight woolen manufacturers, who have not
her on this trip. During this entirely b a mystery to the plumber,
sold so many goods as the worsted
fishermen Decorated.
flighl the woman's bravery was fully wnose ly. nrows wen- hadlv singed ny manufacturers,
though some fancy
Madrid, Aug. i:;. King
has
Illustrated. The gag hag of the ship th" explosion.
woolens
have
sold very well, have telegraphed from Crtwes, Alfonso
conferring
on coming in contad with the co' l
n ilolng consider; ble sampling, and
be
the naval Cress of Merit on the skipair, contracted and the ship became
some good sized sales are now pendMiguel and Vlncen-t- a
unmanageable.
ing in this branch of the trade. Ac- per of the Jv.
Two miles above the UNKNOWN MAN DIES IN
i.iennii, Spanish fishing boats, for
the
arth.
selling
not
aeronauts
tual
prices
bow-- much
do
dung
pravely
to
lh.-- . rigging of
SANTA FE HOTEL Change, as the wools held in Huston their heroic work in rescuing passenthe ship and held on
until the craft finally settled u Ja.
are in very strong hands, and such gers from he Sirio.
changes in quotations as are being
i.ince or tinny milis from the point
Where the start was m.nlt.
liad Been Driven Crom Booming made i"' more In the nature of setThe .Morning Journal
today
House Because Mom
tling front 'ii asking price to a sellMrs Crenshaw also won daggling
was Gone,
consists of ten pages. Readers
ing basis.
In I lie Boston market
honors as D I, archa, k and circus rido
who
not
paper
receive
the
good
siz d sales of
there have, been
der. A favorite stunt was to mo un I Bpecl ll to
the Morning Journal.
complete will confer a favor Iiy
medium territory and Scoured wools,
tin- famous diving horse 'Silver King"
Bat ta Fe, N. M., Aug. 13.
promptly iioinyinn this office.
large
An
and
have
sales
been
made durremaining on the animal when he
man. whose Identity has not ing the past week m' staple Oregon e
liv.-d
fifty feel into a large tank
( been disclosed up to a ute hour
wools,
thousand
several hundred
water.
Later, with RlngUng Brothwas found dead In a room In pounds of tin latter having been sold
BASEBALL.
ers slmw she performed wonderful the Coronado
hotel here this morn- on private terms, under.
to le
and dirlng feats Of bareback riding ing, where he had been taken the
c
7
7
2
cents, or
cents Seoul
242t.Médium
Which brought down the admiration night before by W. N. Townsend, who ed.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
territory wool in Ibe
At Philadelphia
f the people or two continents.
found him sitting in the rear of the original bags, mainly three-eight- s
and Cincinnati
sin- later became n chorus girl and Club taloon.
Tin- man told Towns na
d
Montana, Wyoming and 'hlladelphla
10
loured the country in "Florodora" and that
was very ill and that lie had I 'Kill, have sold al
ti
s cents
Batteries
hie1,
Wicket
md
well
been
other
drlvi n from his room In
knowtwomedy ii
s costing in c uts and upward scoured.
she
íík and Molton.
was then featured throughout
the room ng house here liecause he had Graded wools inmi tin
t
Brooklyn
west in Crenshaw's C6m
eomp'U no n iney to pay for tin- aeeommoda-tlons- , riiunes TiTiv
sold well at
im
ChlcoKo
II 1!
Ah. Townsend undertook
to i cuts for three-eightd
iff, which was owned by her husand
Brooklyn
band. She iter did a. i
with some small lots of three-eightStUntS In prov! le blm with a room bul kindButteries
Taylor,
overall and
ness ound him too late. The man did blood as high as
M ..iison Bquare Garden and other re
cents, in MonBoson, IMstorious and Bitter.
sorts, which g lined for her ih vei y not agister at the hotel and he had tana it is estimated that Of a dip of
At
New
York
neitii r curds nor papera to show his :'.7,ooo,noo pounds, the largest ever
high eel r!ns of criticism,
fe
Pittsburg
4
Mrs. Crenshaw was often heard to idem ly. lie was about fifty years of grown, less than from 5.000,000 to New York
o
nge.
live
it
feet
seven Inches In height 7,000,000 pounds are now left in the
express a deep partiality rm aerli!
Batteries
Willis,
Phillippl and
and several fingers of the left liann hands of th( growers, and the market
fenta of daring and on many in,
W
ilson and Bresnahan.
tntasing, evidently the result of there Is more active nt advanced Olbson;
was heard to say thit she was are
m unit game:
an accident in early iir.-- .
prices.
Death w
The Texas clip Is now well Pittsburg
supremely happy when
r,
performing plainly
1
Tin- cleaned up, and recent sdes in Boston
from natural
canses.
fonts In the air.
!)
New York
1
2
bod;
will be hurled bv the county.
at
cents
been
have
made
11024
in numerous incisions sic
Batterlen
lr .1
LeKlold and Phelps;
s'
'Is
wool,
costing
for
talked calmly and almost joyously nfl
Bowcrman and Bresna7i cents cleaned.
California wools Matthewson,
han.
death. Frequently had she beetf I TUCUMCARI IS NOW
ti S o 70 cent
at
have
in
mid
lots
small
heard to sneak of soaring through tins,
the grease price
A FULL FLEDGED TOWN for
AM ERICAN LBAGUB.
spaoe betweea the st irs, beyond the!
22 ft 21 cents for middle counties,
clouds, beyond the rtOlSei and (he
R. II. E.
some choice northern bringing -- f" Cli At Cleveland
7
3
veland
i
turmoil of tin- earth, Into Ine myte-rkIt ems. The Boston market Is es Washington
2
ua L'ountj Town Votes for
of the other side, However, the e
se llngly well cleaned up on foreign
Batteries Móore and Betnls;
remarks were never l iken sertouély
and tllecth OfftOCTH,
to last
SOOla in marked contrast
Kitson, Smith and Bergen.
Iiy those who wen- familiar With her
year, when the market was overloadAl St. Louis
B. R. E.
nervous t m;.erainent.
Auswools,
with
especially
foreign
ed
Spe.
lal
to the Morning Journal.
4
0 0
Louis
it is thoiighf thai the Impulse
Some small sales have been !t.
- tralian.
M.,
N,
Tteumcarl,
TuPhiladelphia
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13.lo o
death wa" sudden In character. Her tun ail
made on a basis of SO cents l'or'elolh-Ini- r
Incorporation
it
voted
for
Bntterlei
the
Powell.
and
Jacobsen
hushand had given her shopping mon71s.
There lias: been a decline in
ey nt noon on the day of the unfor- special eii, tion rm- thai purpose held prlCOl abroa. l and in the Boston mar- Ci'Cpnner; Waddcll and Schreek.
Saturday,
vote
game:
being
In
largely
lln
Second
.
tunate occurrence.
on line foreign wools, with other
of Die progressive move
St. fxntls
The ket
I 7 1
grades steady, Recent advices from Philadelphia
Her pun h ases In the afternoon con- !lr--ivor
(own hoard is as follows:
t
1
II
II.
I
sisted of a white waist, a pair of H i is. Henry Neafus. J. J. Pace, London state that the mills in Bug
Batteries
Howell, Rickey and
craam-whl- ts
land and on the continent are very Spencer.
shoes and last, the poi- Root it S. Coblter, Crank fjultei
Powers,
Waddell, Coombs,
ie; bttsy, and that prices are fully main-- j and Schreek.
son.
dty marshal. John M. I.jvsoq.
talncd on greasy combing erossbreds.
Mr. an. I Mrs. Crenshaw had hecn
though line merinos arc weak and j
in Kort Worth nnlv a few months.
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At Toledo
Almost Killed hy Itiirnlng Italloon.
I
Toledo
Killed li
Fall Over Precipice.
New y.,rk, Aug l:: Wilson Ellen-iuis- t,
8
Ka nsas City
Vienna,
Aug.
Friedis.
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Walter
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Attorn.
to
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years,
Brooklyn, and Joseph
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Santa
night
a
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last
Mom, 24, Williamsburg,
business
fi
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was killed today by falllnR over a Columbus
aeronauts win severely Injured by trip,
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Milwaukee
There will be a tegular met tug ol prectpit c while descending Braunnin- burns and contusions from falling
At Indianapolis
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stay
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$100,000.00
Capital Paid in
Surplus and Proiits 20,000.00

"Good Things to Eat"

TU-

THIS
In

our Home Cooking

Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

find a large variety ot

prepared

arti-

1

j

LETS

n

W00L

cles for cold suppers, etc.

IT

BOSTON

Cream Bread
and take no other.
The Best Bread baked
querque.

11

i

"

In Albu-

EXTENDS

TA)

I

Fancy Layer ( 'ahes
German Apple Cake
German Cinnamon Cake
(.crinan Cinnamon Minis

W.

H.

j. c.

S150.9M.M.

Officers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA. President.
W.

STRIOKliKft,
Vice-Presi-

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

DEPOSITORS EVÍ3KY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL,

Visit our baking department.
Always something new on hand.
Our specialties:

J. JOHNSON,

Assistant Cashier,

nt and Cashier.

de

gkorgk arnot.
william Mcintosh.
o. e. ckomwscll.
a. m. black well.
baldridge.

::
i Special Rates to the West
s.

sev-url-

'

298,320.81
S77.332.37
431,502.31

'

O.N TIME DEPOSITS AT THE BATE OF FIVE
ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOB BENT

BANK OF COMMERCE

p.

ex-iv-

1)2,750.13

19.02.80

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FAClXTTIKg

I

Sí-gf-

19.172.0(1
SI. 82 1.82

Jaffa's Krack

CAVERN NEAR

VhlllbllW

PER CENT PEB

Insist upon getting

10.4C0.92

the end of first day
the end of first week. . .
the end of first month.,
the end of first six months
the end of first year
nt the end of eighteen months
at the end of two years
June 18, 1900
at
at
at
at
at
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APRIL 18, 1904

organization.

partment you will always

specially

OPENED FOR BUSINESS

BANK

We invite your attention to the following statement.
show in gthe business growth of this Bank since Its

De-

non-uni-

--

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

hend-ouarte-

l

i

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

GARDÜS

OF

OOl

carry an earthquake claUM :inl It i
presumed ;it the local oft loé that Ih.
head officials :ir; putting forth the
ptea of an "Ai t of Providence."
al Work Again.
r no'isi ii. .MILT. I .i - J
.Hi vc- dons and longshorenu as' i.i.ind fi t
Increased wages wen granted by tfet
employing concerns today with the
of the American Hawaii
Steamship company which mtMl Ir I
obtain sanction from eastern
and it is expected favorabh
action will be taken. The employes,
however, refused to return
to work
With
men and as n consequence all the lumber vessels are ti id

BflllOOniSt.

D

WINE

'"

Horn

WflS

of
viz: (ailing of

I

I

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00,

the most serious trouble which can
the womb. With this, generally,
attack a woman,
profuse periods, wasteful, weakenor
scanty
painful,
come Irregular,
ing drains, dreadful backache, headache, nervousness, dizziness, Irritability, tired feeling. Inability to walk, toss of appetite, color and
beauty. The cure is

Rhine Md Sfoecfl Insurance t nmpan
Repudian, UablBOrs.

NEW.

'ALBUQUERQUE,

a symptom

down pains are

"ACT OF PROVIDENCE''

NOT UBIQUITOUS

14. 1MB.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

coming has Ivon waged by the iitnn
who clalmcfl the water'supply woui-In railroad circles It u
jbfl polluted.
Insisted riVii! linos fmpired the opposition In the ft PBW road.
j

GIRL IN RED

Tuesday. August

MORNING JOURNAL'

The only (lean and Sanitary
See where
haki ry in town.
your bread
from.

s

.

assansusBOSHisB

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en- iov the chancre. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00. 4
San Francisco and return, $45.06.
For other rates and full pargtt
!ars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
S T. F-- PURDY, Agent. August and September.
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ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING.

-

I

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.

I

rr.-'--

n

A small HOUSE a
for
modern, sanitary,
open

thoroughly
plumbing
bath room can he Installed at small
(pense, Insurlnj in every way to the
occupants all the advantages resulting
from perfect cleanliness and sanitation. If you would learn all particular:: and exact cost, consult us, and
We will cheerfully furnish estimates.

1

R. P. HAUL. Proprietor

,

f

An-ire- lf

.eeeo.4o--

eeee.eeeeeen

The Penny

fightTjñThe
st, paul collapses

i

Ir cade

of Trorum

E-Ver-

I

Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Orat
Bars, Babbitt Metal. Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Bepalrs on Mining anA
Mlllln- - Machinery In Our Specialty

OJVE
c e

r

7

pas-eli;- (l

'"I

,
.)

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company.

Do Your EyesTi ouble

Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 171
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

You?

BBFQRM BIFOCUDS
--

I EXAMINE Til EM FREE
t
Ercry Pair of tilnsscs Fitted GuarNo
anteed Absolutely Correct.
Guessing Scientific Mclliods
ONLY USED.

.

aiál.

the Finest Line ef
Garden Hose In the City.

FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track. Albnanerqne

for

,

' ;,HuhaJU

We carry

H. C A R N E S. 0. D.
Grssfaate Onilclnn
Willi H. Yanow
114 It. R. Ave.
C.

COMIilNtK

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LIN,S
NOTHING TO HKLAK
APART OK INTERFERE

-

J

WITH THE

SIGHT.

V.OkVV
-- --

Al

ANUtACTUBED

Iflf

oEBBER OPTICAL

THE

CO.

I

Tuesday. Angust

14.

THE ALRTQUERQ

ltO

HI If

tern

CASE

OF

ALMOST

cows.

J3.60MS0;

western:

4.25.

We Tell

fS.il.

5.90; fed ewes, 14.00

HEW

Chicago Live Stock.
13.
Cattle receipts,
beat strong to 10o
higher. Others ateady. Common to
priifie steers. : ;. , 6160 cows, 12.85!
bulD.
4.70; helfcra, l2.60tJ5.S6.
4.50;
$2. 00
$3 0047.00;
calves,
4.25.
stockers and feeders, $2.604!
Sheep receipts, 22,000; market,
lambs firm, sheep weak to 10c lower.
Sheep. $4.2515.75; yearlings, $5.004
6.25; lambs, $6.006 7.75.

MESILLA
READY

Killed by Toy Telegraph.
New York, Aug. 13. Dettmar Barson of Nathan
rett, the
F. Barrett, a member of the Palisades
was killed by electricity-todayAction Involves Route of New commission,
near his home in New Rochelle
while constructing a toy telegraph
Arizona and Colorado Road line with Hubert Styles, son of Frank
G. Styles, president of the Manhattan
Into Farmingtou and San Savings bank, and Walter Klaw, son
of Mark Klaw. the theatrical mana- ,

rail-rea-

d,

wide-sprea-

tin-cas-

VALLEY

SCIENCE SCORES

FOR ITS

A

is

Clot-de-

I

FINANCE

AND

Amalgamated Copper
Sugar '
Anaconda
Atchison
do preferred
Chesapeake & Ohio
St. Paul, preferred
Hlg Four . .
Colorado and Southern
do first preferred
do second preferred
Erie
Interboroug
do preferred

'

--

',4
71 Vi

j2
60
36
18

Il H
141

ttl

sec-

43
33
4

.

September corn opened at 49
49Tic, sold off to 4Vic und closed

to

at

c.

September oata ooened at HHc to
sold off to 31 ',4 131 c and
closed at 31 Vic.

lc.

The Metals.

New York. Aug. 13. Copper was
higher In London with spot closing
at 83 Bw and futures at S8 5s. Locally copper was unchanged. Lake Is
quoted at IX. 624i 18.75; electrolytic
at 18.37V4ÍH 18.50: casting at 18.00(0
18.26.
Lead was unchanged at

17s 6d

2

and at 8.00&6.10 locally.
dnllnt'U
not
Mevlemt

quoted.
Spelter was unchanged at 28 17s
Od In London and at I6.10&6.15
si. Ixx.ls Wool.
Aug.

13.

'Wool market,

ateady; territory and western
uiiih, 22ft28c; fine medium,
ne. 14

find

l'

17c.

feedera.

3.&0;

The Golden Hule Dry (HKKJs Co.
Cash Clearance Sale begins Thursday,
Angus!
th. Great bargains to be ha i
in
GarWomen's
ments, Beatl our large t
ad
pgper
in this
and see the bargains in
Women's Suits. Sliirts ami Waists.
.Money Talks.
Beady-to-We-

I

ar

WO-pa- ge

tickets to Milwaukee for $47.10 for
the round trip. Tickets
on sale Aug.
will soli

11-12--

W. E. MAUGLR

13,

SH

Representing

M

iugnr & Avery

Boston
I IB

North FIHM Street, with Raabo
& Manger, Albuquerque, N. M.

T. E. Purdy, Agt., Albuquerque

PLEASURE

rnssslv.
;

gbSjfc
y

V

When you can now get, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggi
AT $45.00. $55.00 and $65.00.
Look ovei our large stock at once, Quality guaranteed.

J. KORBER

&

CO,

Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Street, in our New Building. Albuqucruc. N. (VL
THE

WM.

COMPANY

FARR

Wholesale and Retail

Dealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
Sausage a Specialty.
Kor Cattle ami Hogs the Biggest
ket Price is l'uld.

Mar-

Final limit August 23

WOOL

Albuquerque's

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Couldn't find the one man in Ihh
town who wants lhat laddie or driving horse of vours as surelv and ns
nutckty as a Kor Sale ad can do; and
Sherlock's fee would uu lancer.

SEE..
B AR TLETT
The KIcctt iciun
In
prie s
gen ral rep lir
I'll, lie r. 7 . Itl

Auto,
nil SI.

Brightest and

Best

ÍA1

Store

TUE DAYLIGHT STORE

$2.40i

wes- -

Closing of High Class Wash Goods

White Panamaand Serge Suits
Coats are taffeta sik
Also all of the wanted colors,
lined and assorted trimmings, Every suit is tailored by
experts In the most exacting manner and In the very
latest models, The skirts are all made in the latest
walking length models, gored, plaited, etc. The sleeves
and full length,
are elbow, three-quartThe Economist's prices range from $15.00 to
d
off.
$45.00 about
er

one-thir-

See Our Window
of

Display for the Advance
1906 Fall Styles in Suits.

Showing,

Elegant Chiffon Taffeta Silk Suits
Which are made in the height of this year's styles;
Persian blouses, with long or short sleeves, with dainty
touches of Persian bands, tucks, shillings and folds,
Skirts are perfectly modeled with that generous fullness that is positively essential,
It will be interesting to know that these offerings
will be in keeping with fall styles,
Prices hardly cover the cost of making,

Coats for Street Wear and Evening Wear, Raincoats,
Tourist Coats, Lace Coats, Sük Coats, Linen Coats.
Lingerie Coats, Covert Coats, Mannish Mixture Coats--a- ll
bargain wonders,

$10,00 Coats on sale
$1 1,50 Coats on sale
$13,50 Coats on sale
$17,50 Coats on sale
$20.00 Coats on sale
$30,00 Coats on sale

$ 4.95
.$ 6.50

for.
for.
for.
for.
for.
for.

.$ 9.50
$12.50
$15.00
$18.50

Children's and Misses' White and

goods a
will do

stock-takin-

time,

Four items at prices that
The sale begins Monday,

g

the work,

Plain and Figured Lawns, Batistes,
ties, etc; worth up to 25c a yard, Sale Price

Lot No,

1

Lot No, 2,

Dimi-

5c

Plain and Fancy Piques, Mousolinos, Do
etc; worth up to 35c, Sale Price. 10c

Soies, Dimities,
Lot No. 3,

Chiffon Lisse, Bamaby Zephyr, Tissues,
Embroidered Swisses, etc; worth up to 50c a yard,
Sale Pi ice
.15c

Price

35c

(2 to 14 years,)

$1,00
$1,25
$1,50
$1,98
$2,50

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

$ .75
$ .98

on sale for
on sale for
on
on
on

sale for.'
sale for
sale for

FOR TUESDAY ONLY

$1.19
$1.59
$1.98

FROM 9

A. M. TO

12

M

$1.35, $1.98, $2.98, $3.50

Shrunk Muslin and Soft Pinish Indian Head Wash Skirts,
d,
in
tucked, circular and strapped trimmed
models, Each style a wonder, Worth from $2 to $5,50,

We have decided to sell now our fine summer wasli goods
and we do this early because we will not invoice these

Lot No, 4, Eoliennes, Silk Organdies in floral designs,
Silk Ginghams, etc; worth up to 75c a yaid,
Sale

Colored Dresses

Some White Wash Skirt Bargains
PRICED AT

4.50: bulls.

calves, $2.&0ff ,.00;

The merchant who sells ti ash can quote as low, or even a lower
Read these money saving prices, and while reading bear in mind that every item offered is reliable in quality,
price, but you can't buy merchandise of the same grade elsewhere in this community at these prices. We will also he glad to have you compare the list with the quotáflona pi
That's why we are able to win the largest trade in this city
city catalogue houses or department stores, and arc confident that you will find our values equal to any in the country,

medl- -

Khi.hh City Live tSloek.
Kansas City. Aug. 13. C'attle receipts, 11.000: market, ateady to a
chndc higher. Native steers. $S.75!
steers. $.7;cu 4.2S:
.16: southern
southern cows, $2.003.2fi: nativea
vows and heifers, $2.00) 5.25: stock-er-

2.00i

ijK"

Ml

Chicago Board f Trade.
Chicago, Aug. 13. Ideal harvesting
weather In the northwest was offset
by Arm cables which resulted in a
steady tone In the local wheat market.
September wheat opened at 72VÍ to
72. sold up to 72 und closed at

St. i.i mi-

atMBDE

84

Pacific

In London
AM.Mllvnr

sag

'

1XX

"i1--

9

,

DONT MISS THE GREATEST

THE ECONOMIST

!"!

41
I'nltcd States Steel
106
do preferred
1
Western Union
' United States Bonds
RBAdag L's, registered
Ill
104 94
do coupon
M
Itcglstered 3s
Ill
103 ',4
do coupon
103 Vi
Old 4a. registered
103V4
do coupon
New 4b. registered
til
129
do coupon
paper, at
Prime mercantile
money
per cent: liar silver. 65Vc;
on cull, ateady, at 3fqv3Vi per cent.

4

I

Fine Clothing a.nd Furnishings

COUNTS."

Helps the Mining States.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 13. "The principal effect of the resumption of silver purchases by the treasury department," said General Crank Hall,
the veteran mining writer, In a signed
article In the Denver Post, "will he to
tiring ores from mines already Opened.
Certain mines that have been
closed sime 18Ü3 will be reopened.
This implies early enlargement of
both milling and smelting facilities.
It means Increased activity In all
lines of business, the employment of
more men and a Hood of prosperity
for all railways which penetrate tho
mining regions. It Is also liable to
multiply otiléis for mining machinery
and all supplies entering Into mine

"'

101
(il

San Francisco,

.

aaTaaaaaiii

MANDELL J

I

101

ond preferred'
Southern Pacific
Union

inamt-factaire- rs

i

Alhu-querqu-

'..1114

Missouri Pacific
New York Central
&

Hie

nj

tin- -

COMMERCE.

tations:

Pennsylvania

lX'-ii-

iihii

wli

Finally the scientific student has
discovered a certain remedy for danBIG BOOM
druff. When it first became known
that dandruff is the result of a germ
or parasite that digs into the scalp
and saps the vitality of hair at the
root, causing falling hair and bald-- ,
set to work to
Las duces Newspaper Man nese, biologists
some preparation thai will kill
germ. After a year's labor h one
Tells of Rosy Outlook for the
laboratory, the dandruff germ de- stroyer
and It i now
One of the Garden Spots' of embodiedwasin discovered:
Newbro's Herplclde. It
prevents baldness, stops falling hair
the Southwest,
and speedily eradicates
dandruff,
"Destroy the cause you remove the
effect." .Sold by leading druggists.
Allen J. Papin. postmaster of Las Send Hie in stamps for simóle to
Herplclde Co., Detroit. Mich. B.I
Cruces, and one of the veteran news- The
H. Briggs & Co., special agents.
paper men of New Mexico, was In
Albuquerque yesterday for the day on
Business College Changes Mauds.
a business trip. Mr. Papln. who is
Albuquerque Business College
The
Rethe publisher of the Klo Grande
publican, one of the leading weekly has just changed hands. The new
newspapers of the territory, is thor- owner is Professor W. E. Mllllken,
oughly informed as to conditions In of Oreen vllle, III. Professor Milllken
the Mesilla illey and his rosy predlc- - s a graduate or a normal, lour years
tions for the future of that valley are higher and commercial and collegiate
enough to cause an urgent desire to courses ana nas naa Severn years' ex-- I
pertence In teaching and nianaitinc
emigrate thereto at once.
"The Mesilla valley Is destined to schools. He will have charge of the
be the greatest farming district of Boolckeephig. Commercial Law, ArNew Mexico," said Mr. Papin last ithmetic. Office Training and Corponight. "It is simply a question of tho ration Accounting. Mr. Mllllken comes
time until the great Engle project Is to us highly recommended and the
completed. The land in the Mesilla school will surpass all its past recvalley ia of unparalleled richness, ords the coming year. The school
there is plenty of It and with the will be conducted In the Library buildcompletion of the dam, there will be ing and any desiring to meet the new
plenty of water for all of the land in management may do so there or at
the valley. Land on which five crops 401 West HaProud avenue.
.Annual Meeting of the Grand
of alfalfa can be grown in a season is
likely to produce wonderful things
Aleasandro Matteuci. of Old
when, it Is brought to a. high state
h;us the ageiuy
f "The
Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles
of cultivation.
Even now Las Cruces
Railroad and Steamship
shows Improvement as a result of the Office," and an sell tickets tu all Ticket
pur's
work on the diversion dam. which Of the World at pedliccil rates, bu;
14-1- 8
Will serve to supply water until the more especially to any
place In Ttah Milwaukee, Wis., Aug..
big reservoir is completed.
a
will
as
and
also
act
of
transferer
"The whole southern country is money
from here to I nlv.
ca
Ill M r.
A
very bright.
railroad is going to ther informations
be bull! into the Organ mountains in teucci at Old Albuquen
The project is an
a very short time.
EAT JAFFA'S KKACK CREAM
assured one ami it win serve to open
up one 'of the richest mining districts imiv.D.
if
For above occasion the
in New Mexico,
It is not known yet
the
FOR
BIDS
PRIVIIiKGES.
whether
road wtl he built from
Sealed bids will be received by In
El Paao or some point near Las Cruets, but the enterprise is certain to be manager of the terrllmial fair at Ills
office. Boom 11, Qranl block, up to
carried out In the near future.
"I have heard of the proposed elec- and Including August 15 for all contric line from Las Cfucei to El Paso cessions and privileges, both at the
anil it is highly probable thai SUCh a fair grounds and the new town. This
line will be built 111 the future, whethincludes the bar privilege al the fair
er it will come in the Immediate ta- grounds.
P. F. M'CANNA,
ture It Is Impossible to say. The proManager.
ject Is certainly feasible."
Mr. Papin left for his home last
"THE SPI'.CIAI, SALE THAT
night.

Wall Stwett.
New York. Aug. 13. There was a
moderate bul persistent absorption of
((neks in today's market which had
the ultimate effect or lifting prlcea to
Closing quoil higher average level.

St. Louis

lingers of one hand' those
produce strictly reliable, trustworthy boj
cloilnes; who have the knowledge, experience and methods necessary to make garments that will fully satisfy you.
.The XTRAGOOD label on our clothes is the mark of tin
hest hoys' clothing made. This superiority is due partly to the
better quality of the woolens and linings used by the makers;
partly to the style and good taste they know how to put into
garments, and in large part to their honest, conscientious work
in tailoring.
In 'XTRAGOOD vou eet c thes of sterling worth. T
most perfect combination of fabrics ami expert unrkinaiMiii
The most pleasing and harmonious (lesitrm absohuelv reliabl
honest and' durable merchandise.
This store is exclusive headquarters in this vicinity tor
XTRAGOOD clothinsr. Besides the styles .how n here, we
have a complete line of all the correct model for boys from
2 U2 to 17 years of age;. Our stock includes both suits and
overa at. All fabrics, colorines and patterns are represented.
Prices Our prices cannot be bettered and they cannot be
cities
equaled, ocn in stores of much 11
SBB WINDOW DISPLAY
You c;ui count

M.

nine-tent-

nine-tenii-

Boys' and Youths' Clothing

AGAIN.

Preparation Tliui Will
DatulrtiiT Genu Discmvml.

PAfiC THIIFF

OUR FALL OPENING OF

work. It will augment the production of gold, and also oí the rare
metals. An increased output of silver means also a larger volume of
lead, zinc and copper."

IS

V

FATALMÍSTAKES

nlne-tenth-

I

tils-cov- er

asar.

The wire young Barrett was stringing came In contact with the electric
light circuit, carrying 2.000 voltS. The
Edmund E. Burke, referee in tu' shock knocked him from the pole and
niiw (amolla right f way action of the he fell fifteen feet, striking on his
Denver and Rio Grande railroad head.
against the Arizona and Colorado
Japan Not Disarming.
seeks to
In which the former
Tokio, Aug. 13. The proposed reIts
crossing
prevent the latter lino
army has
duction of the British
tracks near Farmlngton, In San Juan caused
d
surprise In Japan,
railnew
county, thus preventing the
where, despite the success achieved in
road from reaching the Colorado line, the war, the army Is to he enormously
a
night
for
was in Albuquerque last
Increased both In men and guns. The
few hours on his way to Uemlng. two years' system of conscription Is
In
testimony
taking
of
to be adopted, sweeping reforms will
where the
For the past be made, and all brigades and regiwill be resumed.
n
Farming-toIn
are to be commanded by
has
been
ments
Mr.
Burke
week
and Aztec, In San Juan county, young and energetic officers. The
the scene of the railroad battle, taking weeding out process has already comtestimony, which is already very vol- menced.
uminous. More than two hundred
pages of typewritten matter are already in hand and much more la to be
taken. The hearing will be resumed
in Demlng Wednesday with all counsel of both railroads present. Several
attorneys who are interested in the
Think of a simple mistake in a
case passed through Albuquerque fo. name costing tens of thousands of
lives per year. But It is a fact.
Demlng last night.
Every third or fourth person will
Mr. Burke expects to close the testimony within a few days In which admit " a little kidney trouble." We
t'vent It will go before the district are suddenly Waking up to the fact
court here at once. It seems to be that the deaths from this cause are
generally understood that the case Is over 110,000 per year,' and that it Is
to be fought to the end in any event Blight's Disease. Dr. Loomis of Beel.
hospital, declares
of
and that It will go to the supreme evue
people over 4 0 have some form of
court of the United States.
Disease, and the health comThe action Is an Important one toT Blight's
missioner of Chicago in October, 100 4,
San Juan county and north and west showed that six per cent of the aduit
Xew Mexico. The Arizona and Colo- young of that city have it.
rado road, wilch is a Southern PaciAnd the census shows that out of
fic corporation has completed survoya
63.612 deatha from kidney (rouble in
to
s,
for a line from Clifton. Arizona,
the year 1000. 5S.74.S. over
IJurango, Colorado, where the South
were due lo B right's Disease.
era Pacific company holds extensive
What is to be done?
Simply this No matter how mild
coal lands which It is desired to reach
by
the your kidney trouble Is. to be safe,
Extensive coal deposits owned
Southern Pacific in western New Mex- treat It at once as Blight's Disease.
proby
There Is only one specific known.
this
ico will also be reached
posed line. The completed surveys vi.. Kit on's Renal Compound for
Recovery is almost
were approved and operations were Brlght's Disease.
recovering.
ready to begin when the Denver and certain, nearly
Ask for remarkable booklet that inHio Grande, which had built a line lucases except those that were
lo Farmlngton and
which also owns cludes no to
be Incurable. This bookextensive coal deposits In and around supposed
let
u
for thoughtful people.
Durango and In northwest Xew M6X1-co- ,
J. H. O'Rielly Co.. agents lor
secured an Injunction preventing
crossColorado
and
from
the Arizona
ing ls right of way. To prevent this
KT JAFFA'S KHACK CREAMtf
crossing, It is said by railroad engi- BREAD.
neers who arp familiar with the situation, would be to delay tor i Gbnsld-erabl- e
A Money Having Event.
n
time the building of the proOn Thursday, August 9, the
posed new line across western New
Utile Dry Ooods Co, started
Mexico.
their famous Cash Clearance Sale.
The temporary Injunction granted Tou know what these sales mean. A
before Judge McFio in Santa Fe, WAS great money savins event for you
he caso was Don't fail to come. See our large
not sustained when
heard before Judge Mills, ami an ap- ad in this paper for bargains.
peal was taken to the supreme court.
A Counter Proposition.
There the casé was remanded to Hi"
trial and was brought
lower court-fo- r
Duplicating counter sales books ara
to Judge Abbott's court for
needed by every retail merchant. Our
.lodge Abbot! having appointed the prices are. right. Let us show you
referee, al the request ot COURSel for samples.
i he contending
corporations,
H, s. Llthgow & Co.,
both the contending corporations,
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.

O V R N A D.

SaSSES!"- iC!

DENVER AND RIO GRANDE

Juan Country,

T

d

Chicago, Aug.
1.000: market,

PACIFIC VS,

X G

We hive nothing to conceit I No secrets to
hide! 1c publish the formules of all our medicines. You will find those in Ayer's Almsnsc
for 1906. If vou do not hive s copy we will
gladly send you one. Then show the formulas to your doctor. If he docs
not approve, then do not buy; if he apptovea, then buy, end keep these stand-arfamily medicines on bsnd.
S"!,.

market
Sheep receipts, 4,000;
strong. Mutton, 4.25ft5.50; lambs,
S.007.75; range wethers, $4.4Uü

IT

SOUTHERN

steers.

$2.00i

M0RX1

UE

Regular 30c and 35c India Linon at

box-plaite-

Iwisk

EtiDiNQ

aua.

IS

19c

Fine

Summer Dresses

Two-Pie- ce

Made of Mull. Swiss, Lawn and Organdie; beautifully
finished and trimmed with laces, embroidery medallions,
inserting, tucks, etc; shirtwaist, lingerie and coat styles.

$ 3,50
$ 4,00
$10.00
$12,50
$18,50
$25.00

sale for.

$ 1.98

for.
sale for.
sale'for.

.$ 2.98
.$ 5.50
.$ 7.50
$12.50

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

on

Suits

on sale

on sale
on
on

on sale

for.
for.

.$17.50

5

THE ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE POUR.

GOES TO JAIL ON

POSTPONED

JOURNAL'.

Tuesday. August

Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
Annual
But None to Equal the Twenty-sixt-

A

FOR

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
On Furniture, Pianos. Organs. Horses,
Wajrons and other Chattels: also on

SEVERAL

FOU

SALK.
New set

MAN OF MANY ALIASES

Fickle Savages Unexpectedly
HELD FOR GRAND JURY
Change the Date to Disappointment of Numbers of
Talked About Buying Out ResStudents and Tourists,
Man
taurant
Who Cashed a
Bogus Check on Bank in
The tickle Mooui Indians, who not
man, years ago were wont to keep
Deming,
ecpe tant tourists walling In the des-l-

If

ALBUQUERQUE
SEPTEMBER

ir

L. J. Burdetto, alias

Kid want
who has been In Alhuqtn rque
for several days talking of buying
business property, was bound over to
the grand Jury yesterday afternoon in
Judge Crawford's court, under $350
bond, to await hearing on a charge or
forgery. In default of the bond required Burdctte was sent to the counLati-glol-

s,

ty Jail.

The arrest of Burdctte followed the
by the Dentin National hank
nt Dcmlng. N. M.. of a check for $:.
which had been cashed by K. C.
Dornhccklcr. a restaurant keeper, for
Burdctte. The cheek was marked
"no funds." The chei k was nude
payable to Edward Lnnglols and was
signed by the name. E. W. Windsor.
Burdctte when arretted, had with
him a letter dutetd In Deming. an
alleged to to have been written by
Windsor, transmitting the lo ck to
Burdctte.
The
officer! are of the
opinion that Burdette wrote the letter as well as the check, as he came
through Deming a few days ago.
Burdctte. who represented himself
to Domneckler as a capitalist and
prospective purchaser of the latter 's
restaurant, talked largely of financial
affairs and even got down to the details of the Impending purchase of
the restaurant, when he asked the
proprietor to cash a check for him.
Dornhccklcr consented but the check
came back.
Burdette Is said to have a Jail record behind him, having
served eight
months in the count:- - Jail at Yuma,
Arizona, on various minor charges.
W ent After lan ero - Scalp.
E. Garcia was lined $10 and Juan
Perca was fined $5 ill police court
yesterday morning when Pedro Lucero appeared to testify that the two
men
had assaulted him on North
Third street Sunday night ami had
made an honest and persistent endeavor to pulverise bis bead with paving stones and such other missiles
iis came to hand. Lucero looked the
(art ami his story stuck. The men
were arrested by Officer George
early Monday morning after
they had waked up all the echoes and
other things In the North Third
street district.
The court was better off by two Ho
rash bonds which were turned over
by Officer Hlghbargaln.
The officer
was called into North Third street
Sunday evening by the cries of a
woman who was being beaten unmercifully by two men who she said
were friends. They were treating her
In a most unfriendly manner when
Both furnished
the officer arrived.
the necessary cash bond and both
failed to appear to claim It
A number of minor easel occupied
the police ourt for the longest session of the summer, most of them
omlng under the drunk and disorderly charge.
our i ioa n o, i Institutions,
It Is Interesting to note that in lilt
there were but seven national banks in
this country that had deposits of over
20 million dollars, while today llo
We are now recogare thirty-eigh- t.
nized as otic of the leading financial
centers of the world. Among household remedies, Hosteller's Stomach
Bitters has been recognized as the
safest and most reliable for over 50
years. No other can approach its record of cures of Stomach, liver and
bowel complaints. If you have never
tried the Hitters you really ought to
do so today. If you are subject to attacks of heartburn, bloating, vomiting,
backache, poor
cramps, diarrhoea,
appetite, dyspepsia, Indigestion, COS
tlveness. female troubles or main la,
fever and ague, vou'll find the Hitters
very helpful. The genuine has our
Private Stamp over the ne k of bottle.

return

1

i

High-barga-

in

Money to Loan

ÜNiqN

h

E

uays and even weeks in order to
be n the spot when the snake dance
should oicui, are returning to their
dance, anold tricks. The Stiake
nounced some time ago for betwen
August 15 and 20 has been postponed
and will now take place some lime
between August ;u and a date not
announced by the savages.
There are a number of tourists arid
students who have been waiting In
the southwest to take the trip across
the desert to the Hopl VlH igea, who
will be sorely disappointed by this

announcement, and there are others
will be
in the east
whose plans
changed as a result of it. The Santa
in
circulars,
Fe had announced
its
scattered from one end of the system
to the other, that the dance would
take place between August IS and 25
and It will be necessary to get out a
new circular or let the anxious tourist wait on the summit of a convenient
sand hill until the Mo(ui determine
exac tly when they want to pull off
.
the show.

Slimmer Dlnrritoca iii Children.
During the hot weather of the summer months the first unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have
immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before it becomes serious.
All that is necessary Is a few doses
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Remedy followed by a
Diarrhoea
dose of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Rev. M. O. Btookland, Pastor
of the tlr:t If. B. Church, Little Falls,
Minn., writes: "We have used Cham- berluln's Colic, Cholera
anil Diarrhoea Hemedy for several years and
find It a very valuable remedy, esIn
pecially for Summer
disorders
children." Sold by all druggists.
Torpedo Bout.
A
London,
new type of
torpedo boat, built at Yarrow for th.1
admiralty, had Its speed trial today
off COWSI before King Edward.
Ills
Majesty Inspected the boat with Bear
Admiral Fisher, and expressed his
satisfaction. She represents a new
departure In defense vessels.
She Is of shallow draught,
and
propelled by a petrol motor. She Is
capable of traveling 600 miles without
recharging her tanks. Her weight U
only eight tons, and she can he easily conveyed by railroad. One Idea of
the design seems to be to supply a torpedo boat, which, in case of need, can
be sent overland to any port.

1906

2,

P. F. McCanna, Mgr
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DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS
AND JOLLY GOOD FELLOWSHIP

5

Horse Racing, Baseball, Relay Races, Ladies'
Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

The

One-Lce-

PR!

PROF, KING, HIS WIFE, AND MONKEY

In Their

BRING results.
Attend the Cash Clearance Sale it
Tunneling Mom Blanc.
the Golden Ilule Dry Goods Co.,
Paris. Aug. IS. The Echo de Pails
which Is now on, and see the
t
bargains evT offered1, anil look states, on the authority of a Dale journt the brightest and biggest store In nal, that ,M Monod. a Paris engineer,
Albuiiicriue. 75 feet wide and 149 has taken in hand the project of tun-iling M int Blanc, lie is said to havi
fel long. The store for bargains.
conferred with Italian financiers at
legra
pliers,
Te
To l
Amu with
Turin, and to have estimated that the
Bcranton, Pa., Aug. i :i. official works would COSt 1 S, 000,000, OÍ
today
was
here
made
cment
annnuni
which II, 000,000 would be furnished
that the Delaware, Lackawanna & by Geneva.
Western railroad will dispense with
the services of all teiegrapneri on its
The (.olden ICule Dry GOCXls Co.
system, and will control the move Cash Clearance Sale began Thursday,
ments of trains with the automatic August 'j. Ores! bargains to be had
block signal system and additional ill Women's
r
Gartelephone facilities. Trains will be ments. Itead our large ad ill this pato
under rules similar
controlled
per and see the bargains in Womthose In England, where there uro no en's Suits. Skirts and Waists.
dispatchers.
Money Talks.
Attend the Gulden Rule Dry Ooodl
1'or proii.pt anil courteous treatment
Co.'s Cash Cloarunee Sale. Thursday. i in the very choicest of incuts you will
lasts ten days. make no mistake by calling on mil
August 9. Only
hile the -- nil shtnt." Klcliiuort. 112 North Third street, or
Make liny
Great reductions In every depart- telephoning your order In.
ment.
"Money Talks."
Jnll Hrenk In Ncwiiln.
Visit our new clothing department
lleno, Nov., Aug, 13. Pedro Pellzo,
boys.
for men and
who wál lervlM a life term for a
murder In Esmeralda county; G'jy
.
To Cross Continent In Motorx-yclesVernon, sentenced to two yours fro n
Cal.. Aug. 11.
San Francisco.
Elk county, and William Blackwe ',
Messrs. T J Mueller and George HOI-dten years for robbery In Elko county,
of ncveland. O and Springfield. all desperate men, dug through tho
Mass., respectively, left San Francisco walls of the Nevada slate penitentiary
motor at Carson at midnight and escaped.
today on a
ryele trip to New York. The rhh m Tlp y arc still free, but bloodhouin.s
espect to complete their Journey In are on their trail and It Is though:
They
duys.
better than thirty-thre- e
they will be captured. It la believed
will go by way of Ogden and Omaha. the convicts are armed and that a
fight will ensue when they are over- Australian Mall Servlr
token. Cells wi re being repaired an I
Melbourne. Aug. 13. All the facts; the prisoners were In temporary coll
connected with the new Australian win n they escaped. Their absence
mall contract are not yet disclosed. was not discovered until three hours
Ho far from the arrangement made
government after they had left.
by the commonwealth
being a mere renewal of a mall service on slightly varied terms and with
new contractors. It la believed the
world Is on the sve of a mild revolution In ocean transit, practically under commonwealth auspices. The aspiration of Australia, and especially
of the labor party, is to possess s
stste line of mall steamers connecting
with Great Britain. That condition
Do you keep these tints in your lace ?
Is not yet attslned, but it is under-Stoo- d If you are one of the wise women who
that the new mall service will UK
be mainly financed In the colonies,
and that It will receive strenuous
Hagan's Mapolia Balm
support, nit hough It Is of the
nature of n private undertaking. The we know you look ten years younger
close grip which the rnmnnwenlth than many of your neighbors who arc
government has of It Is indlented by really younger t linn you are.
the fact that the new syndicate can
Prise 7S enU. Hold by all d ruggUtl.
be bought out by the federsl authorities at any time, of course, on payvvvwwvvvwvwv
ment of tits value oí the Usui .

Startling Balloon Races and Parachute Drops

WESTERN
AMUSEMENT CARNIVAL CO
Including Up to Date Shows and Free Kvents on the Streets Every
Day and

Niht
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Display and Sale
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STIFF HATS

In a dozen different styles, colors and shapes. The best
factured at the price $3.00

hat manu-

I

I. I,

B

SO

N

NINETEEN OUGHT
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Off VISPLAy tSl SALE

licady-to-Wea-

THE NEW KALI,

1!)0fi

HAfAff SHOES
In Single and Double Soles; Vici, Calf Velour and Patent
Vici Leathers; Lace and Button Styles

trans-continent- al

The essential feature of a Hanan Shoe is that it is made to fii
the foot. Back of tliis is the carefully selected leather and the
particular workmanship which makes that par fact fit last a
lonjj as the shoe.

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS.
R W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office In First National bank
Albuaueraue. N. M.
PHYSICIANS.

bulld-Ine- r.

DR. R. L. HÜST
Room
N. T. Arlmlio Bldg.
8.

VICI KIT). $5.50

TA TE JIT VICI,

$6.50

ALL KOADS LEAD TO

SIMOM S TEWS
Tht "Railroad

A-Venu-

e

N

IS

ilia,!'

WANTED.

WANTED Good milker. Bezenuk
Dairy. 1902 N. Fourth st.
tf
WANTED
Man to work In milk
room; must know the meaning of
cleanliness. A slight knowledge of
steam boilers preferred. Matthew's
Jersey Dairy.
tf
WANTED Four bellboys at the
Al varado, not under 14 years old.
tf
WANTED A iirst-clas- s
barber at
Gallup, New Mexico. Guarantee $18
per week, at Page hotel. Address
Robert J. Burk.
WANTED A hustler to take orders
for "Spencer's scedlcs apple trees."
Easy work. Call at 124 S. Walter st.
or at office of George W. Stubbs for
full Information.
tf
bookkeeper;
WANTED First-claone 'tmiliar
with Spanish-speakin- g
people preferred. Address A. H. Hilton Mercantile Cot San Antonio. N. M.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office. 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite resss

V. O.

WALLINGFORD
Architects.
Rooms 46 and Í7. Barnett Bulldlna-- .
otn fnones.
'
CIVIL ENGINEER!.
"
"
PITT ROSS
City Engineer.
Dealer in Land Scrip; Attorney before United states Land office.
Rooin18, Armljo Block.
J. R. FARWELrJ- l.Civ11 Engineer.
Loom 23. N. T. Armljo building.
I
ÜNDEKTAK Kits.
"
A. BOUDERS
City Undertaker.
Black or white hearse, 5.00. Commercial Club Building. Auto telephone
316; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque!
New Mexlo.
sae
BAKERIES. "
W R 10 A r
II I ña A MT ctrXtCa iCT"
llvered to any oart of the cit7. wedding cakes a specialty: satisfaction
guaranteed
S. N. Balling.
Hakerv. 207 South Fir-- i: atreet. Pioneer

A.

FLEISCHER

Real Estate and Loans. Fire
379.
LOST,
Insurance. Surety Bonds
LOST-- - Left in bath room at Swel't-zer- 's Auto Phono
212'- - S. Second St
barber shop about 5:15 Saturday
FOR

taurant. 'Phone

SALE.
evening, I Dueber-Hainpde- n
railroad
ry brick; bath,
watch, gold hunting cuse; Masonic Í2, 00
cellar, electric lights cement walks,
charm on chain marked on cdg
on highlands, close In.
"From L to H." Reward if Under re $2,850
brick; bath, electrlo
turns to H. S. Lithgow, book bindery.
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras,
Journal office.
close
LOST A black milch goat; sultabli $2,000 In.
new brick cottage;
reward. Apply Fair Play store, 122:
N. Eighth st.; adobe outbuildings.
N. Fourth st.
modern brick cottage;
FOl M.
bath, electric lights; good location.
$2,100
brick cottage; bath,
Inquire
A fraternilv uln.
FOUND
electric lights; N. Second St.; $8.r0
at Journal Office.
cah, balance on time at 8 per cent.
nt $l,sr,0
Inquire
FOUND Currency.
brick cottage, good
Journal Office and receive Informalights, lot 50x142, In Highlands.
tion.
$2,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
The very nest of Kansas City beef
$4,000
I
Two good houses, 5 lots,
112
and muí (mi nt anil Klelnwurt'H.
shade trees, room for two more
North Third street.
houses; close In; N. Blxth street.
$2,250
modern adobe, well
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.'s Xcu
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Clothing Department.
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubbery. Fouth ward.
We have Just added a new store
room 25x142 feet to be used exclu- $2,200
frame dwelling, on
boys'
corner
sively for men and
clothing.
close In, lot 76x142, fins
You are Invited to inspect this line,
trees.
shade
especially (luring our Cash Clearance A fine piece of business property for
Sale, commencing Thursday, August
sale.
I, For great bargains in men and Some good ranches for sale close te
cuy.
boys' clothing.
$2,600
brick cottae. bath,
electric lights, barn, corner lot. 60s
MORNING JOURNAL
142; N. Second street.
WANT ADS
$1,300
frame, new, barn,
BRING RESULTS.
hade tress, city water, high location.
IDEM, HEALTH RESORT.
$2,000
frame cottage, bath.
To rent for a term of years, the
etc.; 8. Arno street.
new and beautiful residence property, $1,000
framo cottage, bath.
containing about twenty rooms, in the
electric lights, close In,
Hnest location In the valley, about one $6,600 4 double houses, easy terms.
cloaa In. Inmile from the city limits on the Lock-mai- 't
come $80 per month; a good Investranch. Attractive grounds and ment. Half cash, balance on time
al
surroundings.
8 ner p.nnt.
Also ten additional
-- room
rooms In contiguous cottages
desir- $2,600
frame, bath, electrlt
ed. Ample stables and outbuildings.
ngni, irees. snruDDery. lot 76x142,
Apply on premises or address Mrs
Fourth warrt.
H.:ry Lockhart. Albuquerque, N. M. tf $1,300
frame, near shops.
rrame dwelling with
iuv
MORNING JOURNAL
,
modern conveniences; well built a
WANT ADS
Arno st
BRINO RESULTS.
Money to Loan on Good Rml Estate
Tnw Ratea of Intermit.
T
,,.....
If .viiii need a nmMiM
,,
,
........... tj.i
Hessehlen. Anto Phone 586.
Stomach Troubles nnd Constipation
1

Clothier

sl

w www

MALE

Poultry Show, Baby Show, Jersey Stock Show, Trades Display, Flower
Parade, Sheep and Wool Growers' and Retail Merchants' Conventions

1

The pink and
white of youth.

PROFESSIONAL

--

n

.

acres, between Fourth street and saw
mill, near city limits. Address C. C ,
Journal.
WANTED To loan money
n
amounts to suit borrower. James F
Brown, Room 11, First National Bank
building.
tf

1

pR

b-s-

1

WAVTED
WANTED To buy from one to five

e,

1

WANT ADS

tf

office.

'

r-

IOHVNO JOUKNAL

salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as 110.00 and as hlah as $200.00.
Loans are aulcklv made and strictly
private.' Time: One month to one
year triven. Ooods to remain In your
Dossession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowln.
Steamshiti tickets to and from all
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 pnd 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
80.1 West RaKroad Avenue.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED A girl for nurscTnot under 16 years of age. Apply at 906 W.
Railroad ave.
WANTED Cook and waitress for
Camp Glencoe. Hear Canyon. Apply a;
once at O'Uielly's drug store.
woman
WANTED A middle-age- d
to do kitchen work only. Good wages,
Give references. Address T Journal

Tuberculosis treated with Hiirh Frequency Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. in. to
4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Ing rooms. 423 S. High St.
si
Hoth 'nhonea
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished DR. J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
large front rooms in Garcia building
Albuquerque. N. M.
Fifth and Railroad; reasonable rent to
permanent people. Apply afternoons, tf DR. J. S. BRONSON
HomeoDathlc.
FOU RENT Furnisncd room. 215
Physician and Surgeon.
N. Seventh st.
Koom 17 Whiting Black.
FOU RENT.
modern DR. W. G. SHAH RA CT R
Practice Limited
house. Dr. E. N. Wilson, 406 8.
Ear. Nose, Throat
Arno.
tf Oculist Eye,
and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
FOR RENT One
house, lines. Office 313 V4 W. Railroad av.
Hourg- -r
to 12 a.jn.,L3 0to 5 p." m1
furnished or unfurnished. W. V.
116 W. Coal.
tf ,
ÜKNTIBTS.
FOR RENT One
double DR. J. 10.' KR AvrT"
Dental Surgeon.
house, furnished or unfurnished.
W.
15 and 16 Grant Block, over
V. Futidle, 116 W. Coal.
:f Rooms
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 154.
housekeeping, $12. 218 W. Lead av. E. J. ALGER. D. D. S.
Offices: Arlmlio block, opposite Gol.
room;
FOR RENT
Furnished
Rule. Office hours. 8: SO a. m. to
large closet, bath, electric lights, etc. den
12:30 p. m.; 1:20 to 6 p. m. AutoVf matic
713 W. Silver ave.
telenhone 462. Appointments
FOR RENT- Furnished room. 512 made by mall.
S'. Second st.
tf DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
FUR RENT .Storage room. E. W.
Auto Phone 691.
Fee. 002 S. First st.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, ever
Learnard and Llndemann.
FOR RENT
Pleasant furnishel
rooms at 315 S. Third st.
tf
ARCHITECTS.

Wonder, in a Thrilling Leap for Life form a
Hundred-foo- t
Platform.

d

six-roo- m

m

RECKLESS RUSSELL

union announce, l as night that the
strike affects ninety-tw- o
firms.. It was YOUR
Ordl ' d, he said, for the purpose of
driving out the middle men. or small
contractors who take contracts from
the large manufacturers.
Don't Be Blue.
and lose all Interest when help Is
within reach. Heroine will makd
that liver perform Its duties property
J. B. Vaughn. Elba, Ala., writes.
"C' ing a constant sufferer from
constipation and a disordered livor.
I have found Heroine to be the In
medicine, for these troubles, on tie1
market I have used it constantly.
I believe it to be the best medicine
of Its kind, and I wish all sufferer.!
from these troubles to know the
good lb rblne has done me." Sold by
j ii O'RIelly Co.

FOlt SALE
of Money
Weight at a bargain. Woman's Exchange, 401 W. Railroad ave.
FOU SALE Cheap: Rood driving
ami saddle pony; also buggy and harness. W. A. Williams, Hill street ami
Tijeras avenue.
FOR SALE
A
general merchandise store, doing good
business, in good country town; gooJ
reasons for selling; store building and
dwelling for rent or sale. P. O. Box
FOR SALE At low prices, bedroom furniture, folding bed, mattresses,- parlor suit, tables, etc., beginning
Wednesday, August 15th, from 10 io
12 every morning until sold. Come
early to 713 Copper ave.
FOR SALE OR LEASE Cattle and
sheep ranches; permanent water on
patented lands and unlimited free
range with grass at present knee high
and very little stock of any kind on It.
Located In Sierra county. Address '.
C Miller, Hlllsboro, N. M.
if
Four-rooFOU SALE
modern
bungalow, T. E. Gargan, 507 N.
Twelfth st.
FOR SALE Furniture of
house, over Fan's market, S. Second
street.
FOU SALE
Fine sathlle pony. C
W. Hunter, corner Broadway and Copper.
drop-hea- d
FOU SALE Singer
sewing machines. 1 and 4 Grant bldg
second-han- d
FOR SALE New
hup 'ph at Alhuoupr.,1,0andCb mage Co.
FOR RENT.
FOU RENT Three-roofurnish
ed house.
106 S. Broadway.
FOU RENT Modern housekeen- m

New
Aug. 13.

Gold Beaters on Strike.
New York. Aug. 13. The strike of
2.000 gold beaters against the op n
shop began this morning. President
James MeCabs, of the Gold Boaters'

17-2-

D. S. Roscnwald, Secy

Sol Luna, President

British Test
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

A MGQU1 SNAKE DANCE

FORGERY

MORNING

Nlgtit Work Is Expensive.

rROCUHi;DND

BowlmwW,

7",m'

IN aiX COUNTRIES.
JWSMM Rrtrt with WaiMnglon lavtt time
monry mnj olrn tltt pattnt,
htent ind Infrlngimtnt Pnctle Exclusively.
Wrllát or

Central Station for Good Dressers

DCrtNDrD.

U matt

.m

it.

t,.

itm

m

tJjiiud mm
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Loose leaf methods, special ruled
blanks and books do away with night
work, bccauGo thoso systems simplify
and condense the old style of bookkeeping. Wo are equipped to manufacture all kinds of loose loaf devices,
and do all kinds of special ruling and

binding.

11. S.

Bookbinders.

Lithgow ft Co..
Journal Building.

THE WORLD IS FULL OF ODD
AND (THIOIS PEOPLE SO THE HE
MAY STILL HE THOSE WHO HAVE
MOHNIKG
JOURNAL
CLASSIFIED ADls.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Tuesday, August M. 1006.

US

TAKES UP

BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCE LOTS

The Dull Season

BATTLE AGAINST

50x142

$25 tO $150 Cadi

feet

Will End

CONSUMPTION

Only $5.00

Promptly on
DISEASE ON INCREASE

of Existing

cure Appropriation
State Hospital,
.

119

Se-

for

tteathient

HUNTING FOR

gating the Charge that convicts In the
criminal court of Huohnnan thuaty,
transported from St. Joseph to JefferCity July "." Inst, wore In a sta'c
CAPT, RIGGS "SILVER KING" son
of Intoxication when delivered nt 111'
penitentiary by Sheriff Same!
and the deputies who aecompao-io- d
Well
Says Bunch of
Preserved
Mm io the state capital. Secretary
Knwman Bays Governor Folk has orBones Are More to His Lik- dered him to make a thorough Investigation'.
Sheriff Snmnson and his
ing Than Buried Treasure of friend! say the charges were Instigit-efor political effect, Sampson bSthg
Gold and Silver,
recently nominated to succeed himself. He ha! made an efficient off leer
and Is very popular.
A dispatch from Macon, Mo., to
the St. Louis Globe Democrat says:
Girl! Kill GlaiU Snake.
Captain C. W. Itiggs, known anion;;
Port Jorvls, N. Y., Aug. 13. The
the Navajo Indians as "Silver Hat" Misses F.llzabetb Harms and Matte
is In Macon county this week. Invesllannin. of Lake Culver. PuaSoX countigating some Indian burial mound,s ty.
N. Y., returned from a u: ivo yesalong the Chariton bottoms.
The terday, bringing wllb them a rattle
captain has conducted a number of snake they had ''.tiled In (be roadway.
extensive exploring expeditions about
While ''riving th if horse was
the homes ot the cliff dwellers in Colby a rattler colled and ready
orado and New Mexico, and among stopped
Nothing daunted the
to give
Iho great Indian mounds of tho Mis- young battle.
women
obtained clubs and
sissippi valley. Most of tho speci- soon dispatched the
reptile, it was
mens lie his unearthed during the a very largo one. four foot and two
past twenty-fiv- e
years are to bo found inches long, and had ten rattles.
in tho art museums of America and
Kngland.
"PARTY IS
"A quiet game this search for th" SOONER THE
treasure! of the dead anil gone," said
PURIFIED THE BETTER
Caplaln lilggs, "but one that has a
constantly growing fascination for Iho
student. After a man has found a
Paris. Aug. 13. William J. Bryan
basketful of old Indian skulls and
some stone tomahawks tho virus of today gave out a Btatomenl concernexploration eals Into his veins and ing the controversy respecting the
he becomes ft hopeless crank on the
democratic national committeesubject of archaeology. He'll dig for man, that has grown out of liryan's
hour! under a blistering sun to get a letter demanding the resignation of
trace of skeleton or a few arrowheads National Committeeman linger Sul'l-vaanil excavate more dirt than
lo whteh demand Mr. Sullivan
you
could hire him to remove on a rail- returned a prompt refusal and said
road grade for JifiOO.
Bryan had boon misinformed respectHas Resurrected ti.000 Skeletons.
ing the situation by M. F. Dunlap, Mr.
"In my lime I've resurrected' fi.OOO liryan's rejoinder says no one but
Skeletons, out of which wore 200 In himself is responsible for the Informapn-iiluir snapc. Tilo skulls wot'.i tion in ills letter, and he intended to
almost perfect. Tho biggest mound ask Mr. Sullivan to resign before be
i
t nnvan should see Dunlap.
Know oi is m Tennessee.
liryan added: "I
about forty acres, and Is pyramldic.il entered into ibis contení because bein form. This seems to Indicate that lieved
that linger Sullivan and John
the primordial people of America Hopkins had deliberately robbed
the
.and the am lent Kirvntlans
had the
Of Illinois of their political
same general idea for Q burying democrat!
I still believe so. To secur a
rights
place. You cannot go at an Indian politicalandpower
by force, or by
mound with an cerlalntiy of making OUght to be as disgraceful In Iho fraud
eyes
Valuable discoveries. The different of
the public as to secure money by
tribesmen pursued various plans for force
or fraud. I cannot conceive any
the distribution of their dead and of plausible
reason Sullivan can make
their treasures.
Rome
bad better for remaining on the national commitknowledge of preservatives than oth- tee,
If thai body is unable to rid ers. Hul little traces are left of tho
self of the leadership of men like Sul
Inferior tribes in their mounds.
One of the most curious nnd pun-lin- g livan, who seek lo control the party
finds I ever made was In nn organisation In order to advance their
it might as well
Arkansas mound. It consisted of four corporate Interest!,
largo vases, with exquAUely repro- dissolve. While I was anxious to glv"
duced heads from tho Malay or Jap- Sullivan the chance to retire without a
anese race. There wore trees on this light, it is probably just as well .that
motmd 500 years old. beyond a doubt. bo refused for if we must fight to on- One of the vises had boon broken by nry tue party organisation, the sooner
begins the better."
tho roots of one of the ancient trees.
The statement adds an expression of
"Scientists differ as to who were
tho original mound builders.
Soon Confidence and approval of the work
after I fell Into the ranks of the freak of tho majority rule league and if
hunters I began to read everything Messrs. Dunlap, Italney. Thompson
I could find upon the subject of Ameand Nelson.
Sullivan Bayi 'Taint True.
rican antiquity. Tho surprising thing
Chicago, Aug. 13. National Comwas the more I read the less I know
for certain.
Nothing aomoaches tho mitteeman Sullivan whtn Interview 'd
plausibilily of the Hlhlo on this ex- today as to Hryan's latest utterances,
ceedingly Interesting subject.
declared there was no truth In them.
Hogns 1'wtorics Get Rusy.
He .said: "Mr. Hry.iu got all of hit
"As soon as Indian and ancient rel- information from Mr. Dunlap nnd Is
ics commanded a regular price on doing what Dunlap wants. His statethe market tho bogus antiquity fac ment Is not true as to tho control if
tory got busy, and they turned out the slate convention two years ago, is
some wonderful ideas.
I've seen al- national committeeman or committee
leged Indian Idols that would scare on
credentials, liryan Is not blggcthe average red man Into fits and than the entire democratic
parly."
cause him to swear off forever more. Sullivan referred to a
letter Which le
There is a smoothness of finish about said liryan
had written lien M. Caldthe counterfeit stuff that never fools well,
democratic nominee for congress
Iho man who has spaded up the real
Twenty-firsIn
the
district, in which
t
thing, but many people will believe
the dealer In bogus, and then turn ho said liryan admit li d lie had reeeiv-- I
ed
all the Information from Mr. Dllfi-- I
flown the genuine because of its crude
lop.
appearance.
"New Mexico and Arizona yet offer
big possibilities for tho explorer of
If you need a cnrontCT, telephone
In the former le
llcscldon. Auto. Phono 580.
the prehistoric.
ll'i-rto- li
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TjrpM In Session.

Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 13.
d
annual convention of
Tho
tho International Typographical union
opened this morning. Mayor Henry
'. Hall and six other prominent citizens welcomed the 300 delegates who
represent 40.000 union printers. President James M. Lynch, of the union,
responded. The chief event was the
formal presentation of books to the
Amos M. Cummins library at tho union Printer' Home, which is locate !
here. The chief business before Iho
convention, which will continue all
this week Is the consideration of plans
for the further carrying on of the
fight for the eight hour day. The organization has expended up to date
in conducting this
about KOO,000
light.
llfty-soeon-

Philippine Votcriin Meet.
Des Moines, la.. Aug. U. The seventh annual reunion of the Army of
the Philippines convened hero tod ay
and the delegates were addressed hv
the commander In chief, Alfred S.
Front. Prominent Philippine ved ran
.

FETE

CASINO THEATER

'Well, Harry,' I replied, grasping cents a pound and from 3fi cents Uphand, 'you're pretty good yourself, ward a foot.
Lyllian Leighton
Pete goes down Into Pennsylvania
for I never saw a human being handle
every year on a hunt. He does this as
Ihe creature! that way before.'
Stock Company
"And so a rattlesnake banquet was some men go hunting or fishing. He
goes before July, for In that
VY generally
arranged in honor of the event.
picked mil the plumpest rattler In the month and August tho rattlers go
buneb. I don't remember bow lie blind and strike out madly in all dimeat was cooked, but It seems to mo rections nt every sound.
A forked Stick about four foot long,
that It was fricasseed on toast. 1 itj
with a bag or box to carry the game,
three pieces, but can't sny I relish'
is all tho hunting equipment needed.
II, although the taste wasn't dlsagi
REPTILES' VENOM SELLS
"A warm sunny day Is the ideal
able."
for tho hunt." says Pete. "Then
Pete sells the venom of his rattle- one
EOR ONE DOLLAR A DROP
rattler is stretehed out on the
snakes to chemists chiefly for laboin-lor- y the
F It F. N 0 II
taking a sun bath.
work at the colleges. Ho gets $1 rooks you
M i: D v
CO
creep
can
upon him witha drop for It.
lie takes the poison out llattracting
(Rocheffef Tribune.)
his attention. It's an
A M A
PR
away
In
reptiles
from the
a simple easy matter to pin him to
Pete G ruber "Haiti. snake Pete"
tho ground
way -- that Is, simple If you know how.
forked sick and afterward
of this city has a new cure for conopening thidonr of the den. in with the him
to the box. Hut the ratsumption or rather it's an old cure re- which there are probably a hundred transfer
tler Is cunning, and unless you are
rattlers,
he
of
waits
until
the
head
vived.
very careful or an old hand at the
one appears in tho opening. Then business
Iho chances are ho will go'
Pete doses his patient with th" (itiick
a Hash ho grabs it between Into
as
you have an Ohis den
He his thumb
beating hearts of rattlesnakes.
and forefinger, his grip be- pportunity fnr before
a shot with tho stick.
OK
has had two patients recently, one a ing fastened Just behind the reptile's
"Tho only thing left to do then Is
and the other bead.
to tear up the rocks and In that case
man living in Cem
Placing a silver spoon in front of It's not uncommon to find five
also from a western New York town.
or six
tho turtle's the snake's mouth Polo allows It to big ones in tho same hole."
A snake's heart, like
strike
out
viciously
at
the
Tho
metal.
It
has
after
some
According
to
tini"
Pete,
It
Is
pulsates for
Impossible
venom, which is amber colored. Is to
make a pet of a snake.
been cut from the body. 'Ibis is nil discharged
It will
In two fine streams from never care
Gruber
and
remedy,
owner,
for
its
no
old Indian
matter Amateur Contest Held Every
iho crescent shaped fangs at the roof how kindly ho
treats It. A rattle
his natients have improved un- of th.' mouth,
snake will commit Suicide whenever Friday Night, and Cash Prizes
der the treatment. Only nnc heart
Tho discharge at a single strike It Is teased or in pain.
at a time, and the dose Isn't
scarcely does more than wot the tip
"I've never known a rattler or a
very ofton.,
pete keep: histVvn snakes. lie has of tho spoon. The same snake a few copperhead to strike unless cornered"
seconds
will secrete almost as says pete.
"Hut the saying that a
several nundrerJa)Bf them in his Utile much of Inter
y
brick, ,p1''' in Water street.- Brill strike.the venom at it did on the rattlesnake always gives warning be- J. D. Fakln. Pres. Chas. Mcllni, Sc-Ofore striking isn't true. It will Strike
Gluml,' V. P.
O. Ilochechl. Treas
tosidos rattlesnakes. He re are blaexPolo
that a rattler is able sometimes without making a sound.
snakes, copperheads, cobras and spot to throwcontends
Its
poison
charge
"Very
anywhere
few people know that It's
ted adders In the collection.
from one to Iwo foot. Before replacimpossible to toll the Sm of
MH1.
Pete's professional cards say thai ho ing tho milked snake
In
the
den
the
snake.
Everybody
knows that an
will also cure "felons, carbuncles, boils owner swabs out its
carefully
mouth
is
additional
rattle
added to the tail Successors to Mcllni
and goitre quicker than any man on with a Sponge so as to prevent sore every time the
Kakln and
snako sheds its skin.
earth." In addition to rattlesnake ness i rom l no poisoning.
Hachechl
Cloml
Slid
everybody
ailthinks
this
of
hearts, he uses tn treating human
Pete has been bitten by rattle- Clothing occurs once only a change
year. Hut
WIIOLK.SALF. DH AH KHS IN
ments snake skin and skunk, coon, snakes nineteen times and by snakes
a
seen
i'v"
rattlesnake
change
its
rattlesnake, groundling and dog oil. all kinds fifty times.
a
in
skin
throe
times
single
year,
and
WINES, LIQUORS ft CIGARS
"Pack to nature" Is his professional
"A rattler's bite s pot so very dangerous If you only know how to trenl e.ieh lime a new Kittle was added."
motto.
Wo handle everything In our line
"These ideas that some peonle hive it," ho says. "The doctors say I'm
Tho Intense itching characteristic Writ! for Illustrated Catalogue ami
about snakes." said he 'lie other dftV, Imm
lo the poison, but that isn't
of
salt
rheum
and eczema Is Instantly Price List, Issued to dealers only.
"are all nonsense. It's a pleasure for no, for tho last bite alTooteil mo more
by applying Chamberlain's
me t handle and Study them, and I'm severely than any other and impaired allayed
HOT 1 PIIOM'.S
I
A
a
Salvo.
cure for skin diseases
presen
V
my eyesight,
as proud of thetiVnf piper
this salVS Is unequaled. For sale by
"I always keep a kit containing
to me at the last- - snake show in Now
that I'm the must
and Instrument! near at hand. all druggists.
York certifying
skillful handler of poisonous snakes in The minute one of the creatures sinks
i.onil Old Si
in i Time
this country as any college lad Is of iis fangs into mo I begin to pour
Is tho best season In which lo change
his diploma. Thlrf years ago I saw down whisky.
"This is tho only occasion when I your .system of keeping accounts In STEVENS & BOWYER, PROPS
an old Indian w aman In Pennsylvania
kill a rattlesnake nnd since then my take anything stronger In the drink- bound books to tho USO of loose leaf
ing lino, and It's a fact that the man methods.
You know the advantages.
213 West Railroad Ave.
Interest In them has never lagged."
Let's
It was from the Indians that Pole who drinks much has a pour chance Wo make all sizes and styles.
got his Ideas about the medicinal pro- of recovering from a snake bile com- talk it ov. r.
II. S. Mtligmv & Co.,
Bui
perties of the rattlesnakes. About that pared wiiii tin- tempérale man.
We have the
Why not live-oBookbinders.
Journal Huildlng.
for consumption, when I got prodded I drink myself
herole remedy
drunk. Maybe you've hoard you can t
though, ho doesn't care to say much g"t
best
till after it's had a thorough trial, but yourdrunk when a snake poison is In
The world Is full or (mil nnd curious
system,
but
I've
bo
successalways
won't
it
why
found
see
may
can't
so
be
he
still
then"
those who
whisky would make the fuddle ooms people
cure! no
ful. All the other rattlesnake
have not used .Morning .lom nnl classiCAKE BAKER
BUTTERNUT
many times you've fied mis.
bw
that he b'Srnod from the Indians have beenmatter
prodded.
turned out to he ( K.
BREAD
"This,
Is only tho
in tlie city
first
Pete never swallowed a rattlesnake step in however,
Ilnrinless Rnsincs! Coinnctltnr.
treatment and the most The
No business man ever feared a
heart himself, for there was never agreeabletheone.
Taking a lanoo or anv competitor who did not advertise: It's
nny occasion for It. but If It does ft Jack
knife, If the former Isn't handy tho one who advertises a little more
taste any worse lb in the snake's fleih I slash
the
Just behind
YOUR ORDERS
the aggressively than yourself who in- TELEPHONE
be wouldn't hesitate", Ho never ate wound to theflesh
bono so as to get as duces vour Insomnia. Isn't this true?
rattlesnake llesh but once, nnd tht much of the poison
as possible out in
was In Denver, several years aga. that way.
when he strayed into Harry Davis'
"If there isn't any sharp Instrument
Harry Davis was available,
place in thai City.
It's a good thing tn suck
a rattlesnake rainier.
the bite. Before the whisky has had
"Davis himself was out when I lino to get In Us
Wholesale Flour anil Feed
. I Inject luí i
l F. A Ii 10 It
walked In." savs Pete, "but I wont the circulation by work
means
n
hypoof
around looking at his speelmens. He ... . .....
a solution
peror
bad some line, big fellows In the as- manganate of potash, and then I soak
Empress, "Moses Rest." ':Oold Seal,"
sortment; In faet, they were about as the affected part
"Blanco," "North Star" nnd "Mounin
kerosene
for
about
1
bad seen In an hour.
line a lot of ropliles as
tain Hose" Flour at wholesale.
many a year.
Kansas and Nativa Hay, Alfalfa,
"After being bitten, one's flesh fools
"I was intent upin observing n sK like your foot does when It's asleep
Oats, Parley, Corn. Corn Chop, Wheat,
footer that was trying to crawl out The arm If the bite Is on the hand, White nnd Hod Hran.
of Its old skin, when I was (tapped on begins to swell and becomes
Rex Stock and Poultry Food.
disManhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
tho back nnd the next moment I was colored and the tongue also becomes
Crushed Oysler Shells, Chicken
shaking hands wlih Harry Davis, tho swollen.
none, ileef Scraps, Native Salt and
most daring boy with the snakes tint
"If the antidotes are successful, the
other Slock and Poultry Food.
I've ever seen. After n few easy re- pain will soon diminsh
and great
marks, he unlocked nnd Open d iho blond clots v come from tho wound.
Tho swelling and stiffness, however,
door of the don.
114 W. Copper Ave
Phone 626,
"I expei ted. ol coure, to see him won't entirely disappear for a long Auto.
two,
up
.10
or
a
but what
time.
fiick
rattler
did do almost Staggerod mo. lie ran
"The hardest ease to treat T ever
his arms full lengih Into the nest and had was about four years ago when I
brought them mi! loaded With hissing was pricked throe times on the an"
rattlers. He held his deadly burden band before I could recover control ,i
bo snake.
mil Inward me.
was thouoehlv scared,
"'Well.' says I to myself. 'Pete. IVs but really didn't suffer as much as i
do or die. I can'l stand to lose mv have from single bites.
reputation at pne ihrow.'
"Sometimes the poison affects peo"So I quietly took the snakes In my ple peculiarly. I know a man whose
Roth Plumes. Mull Orders Filled Same Day Received. Albuquerque
arms as though It was a common 00 arm has spotted lift during July and
cúrrenos tot me lo handle them thai August for fifteen years, and his
"

his-
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"CORALIE"
"A MOTHER'S

SIN"
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Awarded the Winner

.

two-stor'-

i

1

FRENCH BAKERY

'

-

M. BERGER

J. H. O'RIELIY COMPANY

1

Leading

VrutJts

FALL CLOTHING for MEN
We are receiving

Two

passenger trains on the Chicago. Hock
Islnnd and Culf railroad collided In
the yards today, Injuring fifteen perhanker, of
W. O. Stevens,
sons.
Ilrldgeport, Texas, nnd llrlnko Pome,
of Hrldgeport .were seriously Injured.Among the Injured are W. W. Trlnpltf. Fort Worth, prono. Dt y iiuany.)
Mrs. .1. 10. Haker, Dallas; A. C. Koriu
Dayton. Ohio, serious; Hev. A. P.
Illghtower, llovil. Texas, Internally,
'

Throe More Hobbles Cone.
rrtershurg, Aug. 13. Last nlph
th't'e policemen were murdered In St.
Petersburg, one In Moscow and one In
Kazan.

Stein Block Go's famous Suits
Kuppenheimer's Business Suits
Copyright 1 tog, by Tho
Un,.? af KuJoonholmot

IM.

Whnt part of thl miner do you
simpóse Is the most Interesting to theu
iiernon who Is easerlv looking for
furnished room or boarding nlaoe?
Ja your ad In that part of the paper ?

and placing on display the

most complete line of Men's Clothes, Suits,
nd Furnishings ever
Underwear, Shirts
shown in Albuquerque

i

Including General ii Hal and Green,
tire arriving from every section of the
country.

t

will Boom

CONSUMPTION

d

1

way. Davis put the snakes back In eyesight during those months sisa If
Ihe cage; then turning, said:
poor."
" 'Shako, Pete. You're the real
Pete buys some of his snakes but
thing; you're the first man that cv catches most of them. Snakes ar
took those rattlers from me In th.'l Mild by the pound and by the foot,
stylo.'
liattlers are worth from Bl lo Sfi

S NEWCLIRE FDR

Snn-.r-ro-

wen-unabl-

13

Heights

i

NAVAJOS HAVE NAMED

nt

Aug.

University

COOL!

DRY!

South Second Street

RATTLESNAKE

Denies Making Convicts Drunk.
St. Joseph. Mo., Aug. 13. Frank
Bowman of Jefferson City, secretary
of the state board of charities, has arrived here for the purpose of Investi-

of tho disease.

Tex..

gends add tho fascination of gold and
silver bullion buried in stone vault"
and caves by tho ancients. Hut I've
never fooled away time on that sort,
miles farther
sort. I'd go twenty-fiv- e
any day to develop tho prospects for i
batch of good, healthy skeletons and
a job lot of double geared battle axes
than a whole castle full of Spanish
coin there'd bo more money In It."

HAS SPENT LIFETIME

Secretary Crumbino says that in
many eases several members of a
family have been stricken with consumption through their treatment of
another affected member. In many
cases where tuberculosis exists snfli-olocare Is not taken to prevent others from becoming infected. The care
of tho patient is not sanitary.
Very
often this results from ignorance, but
poverty.
more often through
Dr.
Crumbino wants to show the necessity
for using disinfectants and providing
gooii sanitary arrangement!.
The census of tuberculosis cases
will not be made until after September 1. It is expected that It will be
of groat benefit to the board of health
in its tight against tho disease. There
are many different methods of treating the disease, hut each physician
will be asked his method and the success that has attended it. and from
the total census the board will bo
able to gather some valuable Information
regarding the most effective
methods of treating consumption.
Then the reports will show the number of cases arising purely from unsanitary conditions.
This will be
in big black type and
shown
win
serve as a warning to tho people or
the state. Consumption Is causing
more deaths annually than any other
disease known In this state. It has
cione to be Known as the "Great
White l lague," and many physicians
have admitted frankly that they
to cope with it. Tho disease Is
on the increase In Kansas, as is
shown by figures collected every
month by the board of health, and
Dr. Crumblne thinks the time has
come to take some decisive action to
prevent Its further spread.
For the last four years members of
the board of publle health have been
advocating the establishment or
sanitarium for the treatment of consumptives at some point in Kansas.
They have even pointed out what
part of the state would be best adaptThe altied to such an Institution.
tude of western Kansas and the usual
dryness of the atmosphere In that
locality has recommended It to the
board and If It Is able to impress tho
next legislature with the necessity for
action it is likely that a .sanitarium
will be established at some point in
western Kansas. It Is a fact that
is little known In eastern Kansas that
people from Missouri, Arkansas atid
even Illinois go to western Kansas to
live, simply for tho benefit to be derived from the dry ntmosphero. And
many "cures" are accredited to thai
section of the state. A peculiar fact
in this connection is that there are
great many cases of consumption
among people of western Kansas
rases that have developed there It
appears that It Is the Change from a
lower altitude to a higher altitude
that Is beneficial.

I'nssengcr Trains Collide.

Summer Real
Estate in

a

Kan-pa- n

Fort Worth,

With the End of

NO INTEREST

a month

HIGH!

142 feet

University Heights Improvement Company

Kan., Aug:. 13. Tho
state board of hcaltn is making
preparation! to start a war against
the spread of tuberculosis in this
.'t.itp. The first move will be to preparo a census of all the cases of tuberculosis in Kansas. Tables will be
prepared and one will bo sent to each
of the three thousand physicians
practicing.
They will be asked to
Compile an accurate list of the case;
of tuberculosis under their care and
tho exact stage of each case. The
blankH
will also have a place for
showing the cause of the disoases as
nearly aa can be ascertained and
and much other Information of an
Interesting character.
The board of health is of the opinion that the disease can be chocked In
many instance! with proper care,
such as sanitary arrangements, nurses
and Isolation. With the Information
at hand tho board will bo able to take
some definite action against the spread
of the disease.
The information thus
obtained will also In all probability
bo used before the next legislature to
rhow the great need of a state sanitarium for the treatment of those affected with tuberculosis. Failing in
this- the board will simply try to educate tho people of Kansas in the
Topok.-i-
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$18.00 to $30.00
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.Call and See the New Goods,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Copyright 1906, by TK
Houa of Kuppnhelmr
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MORE DELEGATES TO DATE

KINS' ANNUAL

SHEEPMEN

FIESTA

Interesting Ceremonial Dances
of the Famous Pueblo Peo
NAMING REPRESENTATIVES
ple to Occur This Year on

,

MerCnaniS

n

September 2.
The annual fiesta of the Aroma In
m
,.t:..,. t tho
tur
a
toque pueblo fifteen mili south -- f
September J, announcUiguna.
menl if the coming feasl 'lay havingbeen nude torn day ago ny the inn-
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oí

i
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i.i--

ProattMl Solomon UBM 9ánj
b
WWCflOÍÍ to
! niuat auer ;i uij ,,i

Hk. Armil

N

-

Prblo may

-

-

he renened

rabero

With

about equal distance anil accommoda-111
tions are always In demand for
trip from both stations for tho fiestas
ins for him at the BUUUMfOr'
of are always attended by numbers of
eiative to the convention
of Indian
unl wool growers to be held tourists, iirtieis and students
life from all parts of the United State'.,,
become celt-1Mr. I. una ha taken active elMTfO The Aeoma Indians have
as a re
largely
.,f
ía
lit
wars
convenit,
n
this
for
arrangements
of thi'
ny
tion, which promisee to be of greet sult of the attention given them
of
inspiration
his
flnil
plenty
who
ami
Mexico
New
tO
artists
imuortance
wMe acquaintance in the territory and I in their euriou homes and pictur
lii-familiarity with all vet ill or me esque costumes.
growing business arc proving
i
Tho dance given In the tribal cosIn honor of San F.stavan, the.
invaluable in making the convention tume
patron saint of the village. En mulapin addition to the delegatee
to the pueblo tourists pass the famous
pointed by the governor, delegates are Enchanted Mesa or Mesa Kneantada.
to
town,
CltV
and
allowed to each
Itoth the pueblo and the Mesa Kncan-tad- a
each county and commercial OTgait-i- z
are intimately connected with
ilion. A good many lists of dele- the archaeology and history of the
gates have been submitted to Mr. territory.
lain.a within the past two weeks.
The night before the feast on th
The ounty commissioners of Col- flist of September, the Indians have
fax 'county have named the following their peculiar "Palito" font race. Ths
delegate:
runner, three on each side, are comThOtmfl B. Owen. Kolsom, N. M.: pelled to pick up a smnll piece of
V.
M.
W. K. Irwin. Hall's I'eak;
wood with their toes, throw It forward
Mills. Springer; A. J. Moluche. Jr.. with their feet, and then run after it
WilRaton; II. w, Adams. Vermejo;
and repeat the procesa. This is kept
liam French. Cimarron; J. C. Taylor. un for ten miles or more and the In
Springer;
Springer; C. K. Hartley.
bringing in his piece of wo si
Severlno Marline., dian
Rurrh;
K. N.
(Irst wins the race. The rapidity wi h
r.i n k Unite,
hl. li the ltiiiiiiiI Is covered in this
Tiie lloiwell Commercial club has
Is astonishing. .Inst before the
manner
delegates:
following
anointed the
a ananna
M.
F. Lovelace, race an Indian ilanccs in
I,. K. MiCafTev.
I lance,
Is one of their
which
Pony
or
Craig.
a.
dm
immense crowds of n(Tie- Bocorro Commercial club has religious rites
tribes are always
other
diana
from
ueiearniea;
toiiouing
tne
lippianliil
the celebration. Aecommo-- n
H. O. Ilursum, John r. Fullertan, pr
bo secured by writing to
an rada
Haca.
isler at Cubero.
Th" Siiulin il county commlsslun-have appointed the follow mg
illfnrnl.i beaeh r

ithi'rn
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Domingue, Telefor Lobato,

T 0 ARRANGE FOR TNE

Manuel ArmiJo.J
luvtgen Ourule.
Andre- - VK'il. Ileneflclo Montoy i. an
dido ;. HunxalM, Se refino C, Re Haca,
Cornello l. Sandoval. M. r. He Baca.
Tiniity of Qallup has appointed
the following delegates;

Re
n.

r.

Reddow.

C.
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Welilemeyor,

Cotton.
Manager mh mum still in the Ring,
(g spite of his somowh it violen
experience of Sunday evening. when
ho was thrown from a buggy and
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IT IS A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.
HD PAINS
LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

For

DEEP-SEA-
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THIS

APPLY

info-

it

size-ma- king

i
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wyWIWJaiJia
describing minutely every subject in history,
knowledge,
every department of the world's
industry, chemistry,
biography, geography, science, art, medicine, law, commerce,
religions, music, drama, etc.
botany, agriculture, engineering, language, mathcmalics,
--

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.

THAT
IT CANNOT Pi: REACHED
and ROUTED BY THISOLD

NO PAIN SO DEEP

TIME-TRIE-

GOOD

REMEDY.

D

40 Vols. Free

FOR STIFF JOINTS

WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS
JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

25c, 50c. and

$1 a BOTTLE.

HEALS OLD PORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
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& HARNESS SORÉS.
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..
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coupon (representing a discount of GO per cent) are the actual cosi
A FEW EXPERT OPINIONS.
consulting it. It deserves all the good
constantly
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things that are being said about it. Henry Wade lingers, Ij.Ij.D.,
Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.
size are most convenient. Its range is very wide.
and
form
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discussions and presentations are comprehensive,
statements,
The
Seminary.
accurate. Henry (i. Weston, President Croser Theological manner
in
I am particularly well pleased with the clear, concise
which It treats of Scientific and Philosophical subjects, giving full
presentation of topics within a small compass In language that can
be comprehended by the ordinary reader. Henry P. Emerson,
Superintendent oí Public Schools, Buffalo, New York.
willingly
I know of no work of similar character which I would
Oberlln
accept in its place. James U. Paitclilld,
i
College.
My family as well as myself are much pleased; the size of the
large
volumes is so much more convenient for handling than the
D.,
and heavy volumes of other cyclopaedias. G; B. McElroy, Ph.
D. D., Adrian College, Mich.
In all respects answers my expectations comprehensive, accurate
and compact. Prof. Hay, Yale University.

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
GREATEST EMERGENCY.
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NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
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SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHAKE ACHES',
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.
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The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAIN'S, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.
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& CO..
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"SEE THE UNITED STATES," but remember that no tour
of the Southwest or West is complete un.ess you have
included a side tripe to Mexico, via
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train and Pullman service daily without change.
ion
New Pullman "Broiler ' and üuttet cars in operation,
can have choice of routes, going and returning via El Paso ;
in via El Paso and out via Torreón and Eagle Pass, or vice
versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..
For rates, illustrated booklets and full information,
call or write,
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G. P. JACKSON, T. P.
P. BERNA. Com. Agt.,
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as high as those by Pail, and annum on the grain crop alone to tha tlie ordinary route of 148 miles was that very shortly, is now an assured less than $600,000.
Bids for the new buildings were
that every dollar prudently expended lineóme of the farmers of these stale 26 shillings per ton, it was only 15 fact, says the Estancia News. A comIn TOprovInf and perfecting the naviThis immense sum would have gone, shillings per ton for the 6,750 miles pany consisting of James H. Walker. asked for Saturday hy the railroad
C,
A.
C.
Xew
via
H.
is
Keen
was
being
York.
Keen
cheaper,
thereIt
company,
ynd
gation of our Waters will Save six dol- Into the hands of the railroads and a
and contractors were asked
lars per annum to the people in re much greater sum annually from traf-- j fore, to ship 6,750 miles by water Incorporated and will go before the to submit their bids not later than
4 s miles by land.
county
than
board
of
commissioners
in
the
Wednesday,
August Jt,
dueed rates," gay I an authority. Rep- flc of other kinds were it not for waif satisfacas the savings effected Verv near future asklite for a ren tory bids are received at that time
resentative Joseph K. Uansdell, of ter transportation; hut that is not all. by Astounding
purpose
ere,
chise
inting,
of
may
for
seem
water
the
transportation
to
contracts
he
tic
will
Immediately
let,
Louisiana, a member of the house Railroad men admit that the Erie ca- average citizen, they are but a stalling and operating telephone lines and efforts will be made to
committee on rivers and harbors, ami nal, In conjunction with perfected iñe
trifle, say advodates of larger appro- between the various towns of the first group of buildings readyhave the
for US
chairman of the executive committee 'channels in the Detroit. St. ("lair and priations, to what could be effected county, as ell as in connecting the
as soon after January
as Is possible.
St. Mary's rivers, regulates and con by a fuller utilization of our water- various ranches.
of the National Rivers and Harbor
The first group
Vhieh
congress. Mr, liansdell and the meii'-l)"i- s trols freights from the Mississippi ways. Uncle Sam, however, is a comThe Keen Brothers are newcomers will comprise but ofa buildings Of
portion
tlie
of his organisation,
which In- river to the Atlantic and from the posite personality and Ills bigness in the valley, having come from Cen- contemplated
of the Topeka
cludes
o lakes to the gulf.
commercial associations
makes it difficult for him to attend to tral Texas, and that they are all right shops will beextension
located
about three
some thirty-fou- r
The Mississippi river Itself plays a the economics of existence with abso- and are able to carry out such a
states of the union,
blocks east from Banner street ami
hold that our government has failed part of much significance as a money-savelute perfection.
The nation as a proposition is vouched for In substan- just
north of the main line of the
signally to profit as It might trom this
Grain routed for Liverpool from whole, it is contended, has as yet tial manner. Mr. .lames Walker has
Fe railroad as It enters Topeka
situation, and they are endeavoring to St. Louis via New Orleans cost at an failed to realize the immense savings resided in our county for more than Santa
from
the east.
awaken trie nation to the value of its average from the five years from lít'i to be achieved by an adequate expen- a year, and during that time has alThe main lino of the road will he
ways been found working for the imneglected treasure In water transpor- to 1905, inclusive,
10.99 cents per diture for river and harbor improvefor a distance of nearWith $300. 000. 000 worth of provement and good of the w hole val- ly a
tation, to the end that a realisation of bushel, whereas It cost 1 6 a 3 cents per ment.
mile or possibly more than a mile
ley.
He has already invested large
the great returns to hp secured from bushel via .Yew York. This is a saving projects already approved by govern- sums
money here, and is not slow east from ihe passenger station, This
waterway Improvement will induce of 5.34 cents per bushel for the Mis- ment engineers as feasible and worthy to do ofmore,
as he sees opportunities will be done for the purpose of keepcompletion, the average appropriathe people lo demand of congress m sissippi route an addition, it is esti- of
ing the main line clear and so that
per annum for the past ten years for realizing on his investment.
annual river and harbor bill of at mated, to the income of the farmers tion
It is the intention of those interest- It will not conflict with switching
been only $19,250,000.
At that
of the valley states of more than has
least $ óti.ooo.ooo.
rate
projects already approved ed to get busy just as soon as the work incident to the location of the
That a dollar saved In the cost of $100,000,000 a year or $500,000,000 in could the
not well be completed in less necessary preliminary steps can be RhOps alongside of the line.
transportation Is a dollar In the pock- the five years. And yet this is but
General .Manager J. 15. Hurley gat- than twenty years. Development be- arranged, and connect not only Inet of the producer, has become an av- portion of the freight reduction for yond these approved
projects. de- stancia houses, hiit Wlllard and Morl-art- y urday officially gave out an announceium In the (economics of trade. Here which the Father of Waters
as well. The incorporators aro ment In regard to the proposed work.
is rmanded, in the opinion of expert stuare a few of the cases cited by the esponsible, even while in a condition dents of the problem by all the ur- confident that ultimately there will which has been In charge of W. B.
advócales of Increased appropriations which admits of great Improvemert gencies of national economy and the be much need of such a system and Storey, Jr.. chief engineer of the
to raise to full capacity his freight
fpr rivers and harbors, In which stuneeds of the sections clamoring for while at first business will necessarily road.
them, Is absolutely out of all hope off be slow, it will pay in theend. There is
pendous sums are shown to be thus carrying possibilities.
Just outside the city limits and
little doubt that with push and en north of the main line track
Grain, it happens, is most readily receiving attention.
annually put Into the pockets of the
will lie
a,
terprise
undertaking
the
lie
will
Our European brothers arc not
located the dry kilns for the purpose
American larmer. in spite of an im- singled out for Illustration by th.
as
financial
success
well
convenas
a
of drying green lumber before it is
perfect development of the country s champion of waterways improvement equally neglectful. The little country ience to
all.
as its statistics are more available. In of Holland, proverbial for its thrifft.
worked up for use lo ear construc- resources in this direction.
spent
two
has
billion
in
dollars
the
tion. The dry kiln will he 50x60 feel
.Some thirty-fiv- e
years ago the cost 1880 the average vessel entering Bos- Improvement
EAT
KKACK
JAFFA'S
CREAM
waterways.
Toof
its
S feel
size ,111(1
high.
of transporting
will be of
a bushel
of whe.lt ton harbor drew twenty-tw- o
and ono-ha- day that country is without debt, the HltEAD.
'f brick construction, as In fact will all
feet, carried
from rhicago to New York was 29.IÍ1
2,500 tons, and richest
country
money
per
in
capita.
of
buildings
In
the
this group. The
cents by water, by way of the lakes charged plght to ton cents per hush-e- l In the world. Antwerp's budget
Albuquerque Howling Alleys.
for
dry kiln will lie served by a
on grain to Liverpool. Today th this year calls for fifty
and the Krle canal, and 46.10 cen-Enter
of
the
competitive
millions
high
score
on
transfer
table
each side of the
average vessel draws thirty feat, car- dollars for the improvement of
bv .rall
Today it is r,.25 cents by
her contest. Prizes awarded August 20th building.
lfl.(!0"cnts by rail. The prcs- - ries 7,500 tons, and charges two to harbor. Hamburg
and Rotterdam, tu highest rollers.
Directly wast of the dry kiln will
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be tiie freight car plaoing mill which
win De , bxir.ii feet in dimensions. The
walls of this building will be 25 feet
hlglj with lx ftet clear head room un- der the trusses w hlch will support the
roof.
Kx tending north from this building
and ;jolning It In the center will be the
engine room and boiler room. The
engine room will be ST.xSO feet and
the I toiler room 44x50 feet.
On o of the largest of the group will
be tj ic shop for the construction of
the structural steel freight cars. Thin
build ing will be located just northeast of the engine and boiler room.
It wi II he
feet in size, hike
tlie buildings In the groun It will
25
feet high with 18 feet
ive, walls
clea f head room under the trusses.
shop
will
be used for the asTliis
sembling of the parts of the oars,
after! which they will be shoved out
on tiMcks outside the building for th"
Anial ting work. The shop should hold
appr, pdmately rorty cars at one time.
No.i h of the structural steel car
shop tjwlll be the wheel shop 60x101)
feel in size. This building will be
used I or the repair of and the
ig of Wheals.
This shop will
be served with a denressed
wheel
track and will also have mountej
for storage.
track
East of the freight car planing mill
and stirved by the same tracks which
run tlurough the planing mill, as well
as by eight other freight car tracks,
Wll he the freight ear repair shed.
The freight
car
repair shed
nlnne4 for construction this fall,
will be the largest of all Ihe buildings

SAM BERNARDINO
STOREHOUSE

BE II WHALE

8

tit

It will be
feel wid
long. The tracks will
east eiiid.
It will ha
20 feet high.
A brk-water olos.
In size will be built In

ktld W0 feet

ler from the

brick walls

16x32

central

cation.

feet
lo- -

North of the buildings will be long
storage brack! to be used in destroying condiemried cars.
Both etnds and the sides of the big
freight aar repair shed will be constructed o as to have as much glass
as possible in thcii makeup.
l!
buildings) in facl will contain as
glass as possible In order to much
make
ihe rooms light.
All buildings will
be airy uu account of the plans made
for their- ventilation.
Tlie U)Uvre
ventilator will be used in the roofs
throughout flic entire group.
'Mnkc Hay While the
ghlnci."
There '.Is a lesson in the work of the
thrifty farmer.
He knows that tlw
bright sunshine may last hut one day
and he prepares for the showers
which are so Liable to follow. So it
Should lie with every household. Dys
entery, diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack mime member of the
home without warning. Cha m berlin's
Colic, Cholera ami Diarrhoea Remedy, which b; the best known medicine for Ihesie diseases, should alwavs
he kept at band, as immediate
mi ni is ne
and delay may
prove fatal. For sale by all druggists
NOW IS THE TIME TO STOCK
YOUK COM,
We are now supplying our CUlto-mewith both hard and soft coal
at Ihe summer price tor stocking
purposes. This price will continue in
effect tintll September 1, when the
price advances.
Take cdvanlage of
this opportunity while ot lusts.
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General Storekeeper Rice Conferring With Custer About
Plans for Huge New Building in California Town, MM
General Storekeeper ot the Sant
X M. Rice, of Topeka,
farmer
storekeeper In Albuquerque, is in S 11
Bernardino this week and will probably be there until next week some
time, looking after the business of
his department, both in the office ot
Head Storekeeper 1. J. Custer, a former Albuquerqueau.
and Division
Storekeeper O. P. Sloat.
While Mr. Rice Is a little, reticent
regarding talking for publication. It
Is generally considered that lie is '.If,
San Bernardino giving some uttcntinb
to the plans for the erection of thí
big general storehouse for the coant
lines that is to be erected at th t.
'point as quickly as the trHck changó
and other work can be gotten Indi
shape for the clearing of the site fog
the new building.
The storehouse. It is stated on excellent authority, will be the largest
on the entire system, and will be film
ilar In construction to one Just completed at Fort Madison. Iowa, hut
larger, il is to be equipped with all
the latest nii'thodn for handling store!
including Ihe Bivwser Automatic ml
distributing devioe. Bv this plan II
oil, of all kinds, used in all departments of the ehopt', arc kept In larg'j
storage tanks in the central storehouse, pipe connections are mad
with every department of tlie shops
using oils, connections being made fur
each kind of oil required in that department. When any oil Is required
In any particular denartment,
tlie
drawing device is set for ihe amount'
say
desired,
two gallons, and when
that amount Is sexurod no more can
be secured without resetting the device.
At the same time a complete1
record of this oil taken is Automatic-- ,
ally mude for use in checking Un the
off!
By this plan no oil
oids
will be carried in the various shop:
departments.
Th,' company is carrying a s, k of
(100,000 In the toéehouae at Bai Her- -:
nardluo. and It is intended to g reatly
Increase that
new
Boon as the
storehouse Is complot
wh,
tha
city
California
Iqua -will ben
tern of all stores auid HUp
r tha
lines In that state.
reigiit
Beside the building
f
and
platform several hundred
fe,
length, there will ! scop bins 4
feet in slae built in .taumei tion
Ihe storehouse.
Pe,

i
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THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS COMPANY'S
Outing Flannel Special
500
pes of good Outing Flannel, in
fancy and plain colors, on sale
at, per yard
.6 1 2c
One lot
Japanese Silk Special
of Japanese Silk, 20 inches
wide, in white, blk, light blue,
pink, navy and cardinal; well
worth 35c a yd, Sale Price,
per yard
22 1 2c
The Best China Silks, 28 inches
wide, 40 pes to pick from, full
line of shades, worth 65c a yd,
Sale Price
.39c
Pongee Silk Special
Pongee, worth $1,00 a yard,
Sale Price, per yard
65c
Silk Eolienne Special
36 inches
wide, a beautiful gauze material, very suitable for evenin old rose, pink,
ing wear;
light blue, cardinal,
reseda,
'
grey, also black and white;
these goods never sold at less
than 75c a yd, Sale Price. 49c
Warner's High
Corset Special.
Class Girdle Corsets, all sizes,
in white and drab, very latest
styles, all go in this sale at. 48c
--

--

36-in- ch

MEN'S SUITS
Men's $15 Suits reduced to $9.75
The best clothing made for the
original price; high quality materials, guaranteed by the Golden
Rule, Complete
suits, made
from fancy cheviots, fine smooth
finished worsteds and blue serges,
If your size is in the assortment you
can get a full $15 value in a stylish
suit for only
$9.75
The Best Offer Ever Made
100 Men's Fine Suits, the latest
cuts and nobby patterns, all bright
and new, good assortment of sizes,
all worth from $17,50 to $20, Your
choice for this sale
$12.50
eoe

CASH CLEARANCE

Extra Outing Flannel Special.
Only 50 pes to be sold; best
12 -- 2c grade; in plain and
1

fancy colors.

ONLY FOUR DAYS

OUR PAY DAY SPECIALS.

MORE-RE- AD

A Clearance of Dress Goods, Silks, White Goods, Table Linens, Women's
Goods,
Hosiery, Notions, Women s and Children's Shoes, and Men's and Boys' Clothing. The way to sell is
to reduce the prices on desirable merchandise, and give the people what they expect and what they want.
That is what we have always done, and also what we are doing for this Great Clearance Sale. Note
the Prices and Profit by it, and REMEMBER THESE PRICES ARE FOR CASH ONLY.
A
Ready-to-We-

ar

GREAT BARGAIN SPECIALS
Items of Interest.

Read the List Over and You Cannot and Will Not Miss This Cash Clearance Sale
The Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Merchandise of Quality.

500 yards of the Best Fancy Silkoline at, per yard
6 1 2c
2000 yards of oretty Scotch Lawns (only 12 yards to a
cusiomei on saie ai, per yam
1? pieces of Wash Silks, fancy striped, sold regularly at
00 cents a yard, (only one dress to a customer. Sale
Price, per yard
15c
White Curtain Swiss Muslin, 36 inches wide, in a great
variety of patterns; worth 15c the yard, Sale Price. 10c
20 pieces of best Corded Wash Silks; sold at 65c a yard,
(Only one dress to each customer,) Sale Price, per yd, 25c
Bird's-ey- e
Cotton Special
100 pieces of best Sanitary
Diaper Cloth, 22 inches wide; 10 yards to the piece,
On sale at, the piece
69c
25 pieces of Fancy Foullard Dress Silks, 23 inches wide;
sold up to $1,5 the yard, Sale Price only
39c
Prints ana Calicoes
500 pieces of Best Standard Prints
in grays, reds, navy and black, nice clean goods (not
remnants,) Your choice of all at, per yard
4 1 2c
Special for the Children, One lot of "Child's Delight"
Embroidery Outfits, everything complete; very useful
for the children. Sale Price, each.
...5c
Hotel Napkins, good size, come in red and white, and are
firstclass, Each, 4c; per dozen
...45c
--

:l

zc

--

50 dozen Huck Towels, size 16x32, the best ever shown
for the price, Sale Price, each..
100 pieces of Dress Ginghams, good quality, new patterns, placed on sale at, per yard
25 pieces of White Cotton Toweling has been placed on
sale at, per yard

One lot of
Crash, 18 inches wide, Sale Price.8
Fine Linen Tea Toweling, in fancy checks; sold at from
- iuc to 12
the yard, Sale Price on y
7
ob pieces ot Cresceus Apron Check Gingham, all colors
a good quality, and all you want of it and whenever
All-Lin-

j

en

Sale Price8 1 2c
h
Brilliantine, in brown,
black, navy, red and ,meen;
all valued at 90c a yard. Sale,
Price, per yard
58c
Fine Lawns and Dimities which
sold up to 25c a yaid. Sale
Price, per yard
5c
Fine Wash Goods, in silk mulls,
silk organdies and other novelties, sold up to 45c a yard,
On sale at
15c
Novelty Wash Goods, our very
finest, values as high as 75c
a yard, Sale Price"
25c
Silk Petticoats,--Onlot of fine
garments, in assorted colors,
sold for $6. Sale Price.. $3.50
--

50-inc-

e

2c

2c

HOSIERY SPECIALS

you want it, at, per yard
5c
50 pieces of "Daisy" Bleached Muslin, 36 inches wide,
Sale Price, per yard
5c
20 dozen Ladies' New White Wash Belts; very neat and
worth 25c each, Sale Price
10c
Women's Skirts, made of brilliantine, in navy, black and
brown; all new styles and assorted sizes; over 200
skirts to pick from; worth $4, Sale Price
.$2.50
Peail Buttons, the kind you pay 10c a dozen for; any size
16 to 22, Sale Price, per dozen
4c
100 pieces of fine All Silk Messaline and Dresden Ribbons, Nos, 60 and 80; worth 40c to 60c the yard,
Sale Price only
20c,
Pillow Cases. Only 20 dozen, but a great value; 42 and
45 inches wide; good quality of muslin; while they
last at, each
10c
25 dozen Ladies' Lawn Kimonos, assorted sizes; very
pretty, neat and cool. Your choice, each
19c
200 yards of China Silk, 27 inches wide, in black and
5c
white only, worth 65c a yard. Sale Price
42
10 pieces of Heavy Crash Toweling, extra value; worth
6c
10c a yard, Sale Price
7
500 pieces of the best Gibraltar Percale, worth 12
a
3c,
yard, Sale Price
.8c

50 dozen Blk Lace Hose, worth
25c a pair, Sale Price. 12 1 2c
200 dozen Plain Black and Black
iwth white feet hose, a regular 20c value. Sale Price 12 1 2c
One lot of fancy and Black Lace
Hose, worth up to 75c a pair.
Sale Price, per pair
35c
--

--

.

2c

2c

-2c

10

'

VALUES

READY-TO-WEA- R

Clearance Sale of our entire asgarsortment of ready-to-wear

ments at lower prices than ever offered before opportunities
must take advantage of. To induce quick selling we have divided
all the garments into "lots," which
you will find exactly as advertised.
u

Black Silk Coats
A big special in fine silk coats, over
fifty to pjck from, made of taffeta
and peau de soie, sold at from $1
to $20 each. Sale Price... .$7.50
1
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mutter at the poatofflce at Albuquerque. N.

ONE OF THE HERD.
I'm just an ordinary man.
Not built upon a scheme or plan

THE MORNING JOIHXAL

IS THE LKADING REPUBLICAN PAPER
PPORT1NG THE PRINCIPLES OP T1IE REPUBTHE TIME AND TUE METHODS OF THE REPCB-L1CA-

Unique.
do about as others do
Whene'er I see a peekaboo,
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A System That Has Failed
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Lead avenue, $12.00.
Broadway, $6.00.
Lead avenue, $15.00.
North Fifth St., mod- -

FOR SALE.
house In Highlands,
fine corner, $2.800.
house In a good
$2,250.

AVE.

on

L. B. Putney
H7t
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Welch's
Grocer

modern.

Wholesale
FEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN
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Green Fields Far AJavay
Chicago Tribune of recent date h. an editorial on "Opportunity
Home," which llts the case of Albuquerque as well as though
had been made to order for this :a n. Speaking of the roving
spirit of the Amerkiin people the Ti.bune says:
"The migratory Instinct of almost eve. y race reaches Its most con- spicuous exemplification in the United St,r n. Some fever in the blood
has brought to these shores the men now living here or their not remoto
In a city as now U Chicago there are few people who can
ancestors.
look back through two gent rations and find that their parents and
grand parents were all horn In 'hi-- c't. The natural question to ask
a new acquaintance here, as well as fartlv r west, is, "What rart of the
country did you come from?" This belli; the case. It is natural that
the "homcst-ckcrexcursions" and other devices of the railroads to
Induce people to travel should meet a ready respons- -. Men who have
made money here are eager to find an opportunity to invest It elsewhere,
and are going away tin insevles to newer olaces.
"Yet it Is within the truth to say that Chicago offers as good a field
for Investment as It ever did. There are mors opportunities for a young
generation ugo.
man to rise In his c illlng here now than there were
elsewhere. Capitalist; of other places are always
This Is recognlz'-seeking Investments here. The bright yonttg men of the i'arlns, the
and the minor cities of the state look to ('hi aigo aa a placo where
the road to wealth Is easy. These country lads com- - here and In a
few years run the business and the polities of the "ty, WMtlfl the Chicago
youth is looking farther west for a chance to grow up with th country."
No photographer In the country could get u bet'.er picture of existing
conditions In Albuquerque than the Tribune gives In that oortlon of Ms article
years old, but in
which we quoc above. The town is only about twenty-fiv- e
the bare quarter century of Its experience no many men who came here
penniless have made more money than they ever had before, or ever cvr.ected
to have, and then made up their minds that they were big enough to live
In a few instances the parting was a
somewhere else, and moved away.
matter of mutual satisfaction, to those who went and ti 'hose who remained,
with feelings
but In the great majority of cases the town bade them good-bof sincere regret. A good many of the latter class, af'er taking some very
hard lessons from that severe old schoolmaster whos; othv name is "expe
rience," have come back again, to take up the line of prosperity, at th I point
where they broke It off. while others are so situated that they can't pet back,
and still others, having left here in good In umstani.es. are too proud to come
back and start over again at the bottom of the ladder
The high priced lesson which you may learn from all this, at the expense
of other people, Is, that he Is a wise man who knows enough to let well
enough alone. And "well enough" Is right here. There is no better place In
the country to "get ahead." and notwithstanding all the extravagant boasting
that has been done by interested parties about th climate )t California, cr
of Italy, there Is no other spot on God's footstool where cllmatlj conditions
are fraught with aa much humau comfort, taking the year round, as they
are right here, In this section of the Rio Grande vallay ami the man who
has lived here for a term of years very soon realises this fact io his sorrow If
permits himself to be lured from his moorings by dreams f "the green
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Planing Mill
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Fresh Lot Just Received,
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117 West Railroad Avenue

Both Telephones.
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Company
Life Insurance
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...35c
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rAuto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
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West End of Viaduct
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J. D. EMMONS,

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Broadway,
a
at
all,
or
singly
modern; will sell
No beau now could Pauline win
bargain.
Gone her chance for wedded bliss. Large and small ranches for sale near
For her arms are long and thin.
in. Tract of land on the Mesa, eafci
Looking very much like this
of the eltv.
Some fino lots on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal avenue.
And the change a sad affair
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
Came because the wllfull miss
14 rooms in a fine location.
Shirt waists simply just would wear
All kinds ol mill work a
Lots and houses for sale in all parta of
Buttoning
,
specialty. The right place
the cltx.
down
city Umita.
Four acres of land Inandthe stable,
for good work at low price
the
fruit
with good house
back
fine location.
trees,
a
In
etc..
l'ke
house on West Coal av.: UP
LOVE,
A.
this.
i
to date, ic.900
at.
403 S. First St.
Lot on West Gold av near felxth
463
phone
Auto
(Corner Iron av. and Edith St.,
The Summer Girl.
mndprm
fine
lot7r;142
feet:
See
cement sidewalks; good siaoie. inis
Me.
property will be sold cheap If taken
The everlasting Summer She!
lit one.
I'm here
House and iot on South Second st. be
tween Lead and coal avenues, at a
Each year
bargain.
.
And always young.
house, two blocks from
Age
two
lota.
House well
with
Is not written on the page
furnished. This property la in one
Of any of my books
of the best locations In this city,
Of spirit or of looks.
and la for sale at 15,600.
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC
And pearls of praise are strung
For me on pliant poets' strings.
Brick house and lot on West Coal
$2,600.
The WondrOUS things
ave.; 5 rooms,
Of music, moonlight, love and flowers Brick house, 7 rooms, with 8 lota, on
Having consolidated the Phoenix
Are mine through all the glowllitf
North Second street,
and Superior Plaining Mills, the
hours
price, 12, 50.
machinery being of the latest deTo weave Into a witchery that lays
nearly new, modhouse,
brick
signs and best makes, we are preIts spell around the soft, sweet day;
ern Improvements, at $1.150, 0D
Of summer tim- and makes men see
pared to do all kinds of MILL
street.
North 4th
The rose's radiance In me,
house, North Fourth street,
WORK at a price never before
The lily's langour and asphodel.
8 lots 76 xl42 feat, near In.
with
atcmpted In New Mexico.
Which sings the story It may tell.
Price, 18.600.
I command
The land
We will be n'nd to give estiBUSINESS CHANCES.
And rule the waves
the mill
Good ranches near the city for sale
mates on anything from making
a
As slaves.
at reasonable prices.
of a home to
work
Rent,
Houses
for
Up where the mountains
touch tha Fire Insurance.
window screen and will guarau-- "
and
Paid,
Taxes
Collected.
Rcnt
skies
satisfaction.
entire cnarge taxen oí n roper rr ior
Roves my restless enterprise;
resident and
Down Where the billows never sleep
H. DVNBAR & CO THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
The vigil of the heart I keep.
Men may come, and men may go,
Corner Gold Atwn and Thliil Useit- The pink of youth, the white of snow,
PLANING MILL COMPANY
And all
Are In my thrall,
The thrall of the Summer Oirl

Four houses

4

-

PIECE OF FURNITURE 0 THE
A
HAVE
WE
LARGE
STOCK, WITH FANCY
MARKET.
VISIT OUR WINDOW SHADE DEPARTTRESSES TO FIT.
MENT BEFORE BUYING SHADES.
OUR SPECIALTY
IS
MAKING THEM TO ORDER.

ii

house North Fifth St., $30.00.
house South Third st., $20.00.

I

j

THE MOST ECONOMICAL

tun

11

A BEE

Couch

by Day

I

HSOH.'TK failure Is the Outcome of our
aystem uf bank
A suspicion
examinations.
to this effect a suspicion aniOurrlinif
almoat tu
lodgment in the public mind for
long time past, anil now the scandalous details of the lute Chicago
failure serve to remove the last lingering element of doubt, and
transform the suspicion Into a conviction that a bank examination M
merely the must farcical sort of u farce, if not something worse. For
Illustration, hero 1? a paragraph from
recnt news dispatch reten ing to
the looted Chicago savings bank:
"Bank Examiner Jones reiterated his statement that he could give
no estimate of tba amount of the shortage. It was learned today that
the peculations of the bank's funds began before the year 1901. At the
beginning of tint year a shortage of $250,000 is now said to have existed."
For at least six years, and probably longer, the stealing was going on
Steadily and systematically, and yet the farce of an examination was regularly
enacted, every now and then, and t ! bank, as regularly pronounced sound
and safe, up almost to the very hour when it went down from the weight cf
Its own rottenness. But this is only the old, old story over again. The bank
looters, presidents or cashiers or directors, or all combined, v'orvJuct their
operations under the cloak of most eminent respectability until their Structure
of speculation falls about their ears and then the wretched truth Is disclosed
only through their personal failures, and the "examiner" is then as much
surprised as any one else. It is very reasonably asked why the state bank
examiner, who acted so promptly In closing the Institution after he learned
of Its condition, did not ascertain the crooked work long ago. That 's Ins
business, and he Is supposed to be a man of sufficient Hrumen to detect the
signs of fraud. Wherein lies any virtue whatever In the bank examination
system if It does not serve as a safeguard?
It Is claimed that the president of this wrecked institution loaned himself
money, covering the transactions by having his employes sign notes, giving
worthless securities.
How is it possible in a state like Illinois, supposedl
well organized, to carry on such a game in the guise of a chartered banking
enterprise, subject to the statutes and to official Inspection?
Was there collusion in this case? Is there collusion In other cases of
similar fraud against the trusting people? This suspicion will not down. It
Is painfully apparent that the bank examiners of some of the states i.re
either utterly Incompetent or criminally corrupt.
Such a fallare" as that at Chicago not only robs hundreds or thousands
of men and women of their hard earned savings their little all which thty
have carefully put aside to lean upon in age, sickness or absence of employment but It serves to create a suspicion in the public mind touching our
whole banking system, thus wronging all honest bankers, and causing money
to be hidden away In old stockings which ought to go into general circulation
through the bank, and thus the shock to the public confidence does moro or
less Injury to all branches of business.

y

$25.00.

;
m
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Tuesday. August 14,

brick, modern. North Second
st. and Roma ave. $35.00.
house, modern, Lead avenue, nOUSE FURNISHERS. NEW AND
120.00.
WE BUY HOUSESECONDHAND.
house, modern, Coal avenu1, HOLD GOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
$35.00.
G. NIRISEN, MANAGER.
house, modern, S. Amo street

I

I'm Just like others of my kind.
Whenever slips upon a rind
$5.00
Some fellow,
Though quite severely hurt is he,
double up in glee
U I simply And
bellow.
NRW MEXICO
Take Warning, tilrls.
Pauline once had shapely arms;
Plumper never were, I wis.
They were first among her charms
aa Hulftcompactlyupllkcthls.

ALUUQUEHUmC
TUESDAY MORNING.

note a pretty girl

Down where the ocean billows curl
And blubber.
Attired in scanty bathing togs,
Why, like all other wicked dogs,

Newspaper Directory.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, by mall, one year in advance
Dally, by carrier, one month . . .'
Daily, by mail, ona month

in

ir

123.0.

peck.

I

'

The Morning Journal lina a higher rlrrnlatlon ratlnic than la accorded
to any other paper In Albuquerque or auy oilier dally In New Mexico." The

airrlrsn

4

I

LICAN PARTY Al l
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.

1

MORNING JOURNAL'.'

)NE
4AN ON OOOU rUKAJL
IUrUTYATLOW
RATES OF INTEREST.
TOP. RENT.
room and bath, modern; Coal are.,

M.,

March 3. 1879.

Larger circulation tlinn any oilier paper In New Mexico.
In New Mexico laauail every dny In the year.

i

fests and DUNBAR'S
Jingles REALCOLUMN
ESTATE

fllbuquerque llomiitgjounia!
JOURNAL

THE ALBUQUERQUE
'
I
i
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To Contractors

CASH PAID IN

'
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91,000,000.00

CAPITAL

ACVBOJUBBO

.

7,

T

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Home Office:

9 110,000.00

I

uu
S. Kaynoldfl.
Vice Presidents --Sol. Luna, Albuquerque, N. M.; C. F. AlnSWorth,
Phoenix, Ariz.: U. J. Palea, Santa Fe, N. M.
Secretary and General Manager J. H. O'HleUy.

Preddent-Tnsli-

Treasurer Frank McKce.
Attorney A. 11. McMIIIen.
Medk-a- l
Director l)r. f. H. Wroth.
Executive Committee M. W. Flournoy,
J. II. O'Hielly, Joshua S. Kaynolds.

A. D.

art
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McMillen, Sol. Luna,

' ..Vi.Ll

Special Inducements to Good ion to Act as Agents

E.

Much

Oh, me,

The tyrant of all tyranny,
The sum of summer men's distress
And likewise their happiness.
Ain't I a bird?
Well, I guess
Yes.
William J. Lampton

--

Herald.

In

New
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Saturday at Squantum.
See the men at Squantum,
Squantum
Just a few at Squantum;
Only two or three
Wcatherbeaten codgers,
'
Brown as rusty nails.
See 'em at the depot
Waiting for the malls.

Can be prevented by calling a
physician when the first symp-

toms of approaching disea3
appear, get a diagnosis of, and
prescription
for these first
symptoms, then bring the proscription to our store and have
It filled with the highest grade
drugs money and science can
produce, compounded precisely
as the physician Intended it
should be.

Pretty summer girlies,
Sweet, bewitching doves.
Saturday's the day, sir,
Every damsel halls.
See 'cm at the depot
Waiting for the males.
Chicago Drovers' Journal.
brane'u

of tits Animals' Transmigration
society was in the midst of a most Interesting session.
The chairman, a Jocose and comfortable-looking
old raccoon, sug-

gested that an experience meeting
might be valuable and Interesting.
Accordingly the members rose, one
after another, and told what they
had betn In their former existences on
earth.
Some of the changes had been marvelous.
For Instance, the fox had
been a great oil magnate and the
leech had been a money-lende- r.
At last the skunk arose to give his
testimony. The other members adjusted the clothespins on their noses,
the Janitor opened the window and
the address began
"Friends, In the life Just preceding
this one I was a writer of anonymous
"
letters
But he got no further In his speech,
for the other members with one accord arose and warmly congratulated
him on the Improvement made in tho
process of his evolution. Chicago
Dally News.

A few small

vation.
Also, desirable lots In

Wouldn't rouse mahself to eat
LTs dat laxy)
Yaller-lsggo- d
chicken meat.
Oh,

I'm

Nigger doan' dlstu'b me, please;
to take mah ease,
I tubs drowsy days like dese
I's so laxy.

No one can reasonable
hope for
good digestion, when thu bowels are
constipated.
Mr. Cha. Baldwin. jf

Edwardsvllle, III, says: "I suffered-frochronic
and!
constipation
stomach
he
troubles
for
several
years,
but, thanks to Chamberlain's
fields far away."
Htomach and Liver Tablets, am almost
cured." Why not act a nack- THE caar Interrupted a discussion of state uffalrs to Inquire about the age of these tablets and get well and J
And this leads th" Washington siay wen 7 price
5 cents.
Sampler
condition of the roads for automobillng.
free. For sale by all druggists
deadly
(he
turning
contemplates
resort,
he
a
last
Star to conclude that as
EVT JAFFA'S
TRACK CREAM
motor car loose upon the obstreperous populace.
lllth'AD.
f
SENATOR CULLOM, of Illinois, has such a habit of winning that
EAT JAFFA'S hi: U K CREAM
BREAD.
If
political victory never surprises him. Philadelphia Ledger.
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Colorado

B RUPPE
THE PRESCRIPTION

A

tvarado Pharmacy

MAKING

MILWAUKEE

JEALOUS"
in-ni- l
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Colorado Phone, Blk 93,

Automatic Phone 292
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Baldride s is the Place
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FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
4

j

a
a

J. 6. BHLDRIDGE

405 SOUTH FIRST STHEET.

ALDUQUEItQUE, NEW MEXICO

.IOM

!

TVOf.
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VII

Avenue

West Railroad

203
The

IS

Pilserver Beer

'Phone, Black 144

DRUGGIST

THOS. F. KELEHER

Proprlet its
First Street and Gold Ave

B. H. Brlggs & Co.,

K V) ILL SEL I- - O I K
HARNESS AND SADDLES
AT SMtCIAL U1V MUGES
FOK TIIIKTY DAYS
VV

Both Phonea

Heavy Concord
ness, per set

Team Har$25.00

rid

408 West Railroad Avenue
If tflAlfft WIlPaFRinCH FBULEl

Low

risrrim Rgijtp

Kirn
ID MgmTMUTiOW.
tUtU
Vil MOWN TO FAIL. Har rtur.t
Bant pntMldj
fWtion
Hffcntel or Money
box. Will
Wem tn (Ma,:, o u pall Tot
fnrfl.00
Hart: pica Vrcn, if y ur lru((itt
no!
when
tbaia aend rourordara to tU
KIKDICAl
ox
CO.,
Uwoaat.'n,
ITT
T4,
UN
Pm.t
A
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Shoes

I
pr
rllanl.
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foot-comfo- rt

ta

W.
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Men'r Canvas oxfords... si. .v.
Men's Vlci Kid Oxfords

Oafords....
tl.50 to $2.25

Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords...
91.30 to 93.00

Women's Patent Kid Oxfords
92.30 to 93-5Children's Oxfords
$1.00 to 92.23

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
la a necessity and the cost Is small. We have thorn.

First National Bank

XL

LIVERY.

FEED AND TRANSFER
STABLES.. ...

First Class Turnouts at

Old Phone $

Gro88,Kelly&Go
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
PdU
Wool. IKdes
a Specialty
ALBCQUERQUW

Communication Made Easy

Reason-

able Ratea.

to $3.50

Men's Patent Colt Oxfords..
93.00 to $1.00

lata
'ni.

TRIMBLE & COMPANY

New Phone 121.

:.. fl.SS

ftrt

gold In Albaqoerone by the J.
O'Hielly Company.

for Men. Women and Children.
They wilt both tnste ami pocket-booThey look graceful, fit
well and afford genuine
In dot weather.

Women's Canvas

Lai

lifafeaMU
PILLS.
fan,

laay!

lcmmo 'lone

the differed

ditions to the city.
Wo have several small cottages, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

I

Makes me laxy.
All I wants to do Is lie
Lookln' up Into dc sky
While de day goes slldln' by
Slow an' laay.

ranchea, ranging from.

THAT

three to ten acres caen; an minor
ditch and under high state of culti-

,

:

Dps l,s
doan' eben keer to fish
I's too lazy.
Water golu' swish, swish, swish.

-2

REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave

IN

WE HAVE FOR SALE

See the girls at Squantum!
See 'em come in droves.

A Rig Improvement.
The Ernest Hyphen-Sipho- n

1-

BEER

The Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company's

W00TT0N & MYER

ToiK

Just So It's Jewelry.
Adaptable my lady fair
Eternally has been.
Deprived of golden Junk to wear
She's satisfied with tin.

"THE

LAB VROAH

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Cholee Liquors Served- - A Good Place
to while awar the weary boors.
All the Popular Games. Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH HARNETT.
ISO W. Railroad

Between the Great Southwest and
and all points North

as City, St. Louis.

East by the

.1.1
.1

EI Polso

Southwestern System

island Sygtem

ft-ock

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Beat. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers,
Dining Oars, Chair Oars and Coaches. For any trip, any-wl"- t,
any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For Fall Particulars sea

Agent or AaVlreai

GARNETT KING
General Ageat

ft

EL PASO. TEXAS
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El

Santa
End
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Accommodations
it
Sizzles,
Hot
So

Former Delegate Sends Sister
Territory Little Bunch of Advice in Letter to Ex- - Gover-

Is

anIt was recently
nounced that the Santa Fev company
t
Is considering favorably the plan
putting a daylight train on the U: i
Grande or 'Howry Toad" division this
fall. The action if takeqwlll be the
result of the prolonged wall that has
been going up tu high heaven from
the 4ong, suffering people of the valley
for lo these many years. The El Paso
Times of Sunday caps the climax with
the following rich, rare and racy
summing up of the situation:
When the. Santa Fe railroad butted
into the California business of the
Southern Pacific and made glad the
hearts of travelers and the pockets of
public, it became
the freight-payin- g
afflicted with a serious disease, which
when properly diagnosed Is simply a
bad case of "California Crazy." After
this disease became well rooted It actually paralyzed all the branch lines
of that important trunk l'ne of railroad known as the Atchison, Topcka
& Santa Fe system.
it is a hard thing to say, but it '
no less the truth, that the railroad
passenger service of the. Rio Grande
valley between Albuquerque and El
Paso Is the poorest service that any
railroad could give, both In point of
railroad earnings and of accommodation to the public. There is no attempt
to Induce travel. The trains are night
trains both ways and they are always
full of passengers between stations,
beause there Is at present no other
way to travel. Residents and farmers
along the railroad hitch their horses
to make short distances,
but they
must obey the midnight call of the
Santa Fe railroad for longer trips.
Away back in the '80's the Santa
Fe had a local train to Silver City via
Rincón and Deming, but since that
was discontinued the management of
that road has made no effort to Increase business along that line, although Silver City Is today a more Important mining and smelting center
seml-offtpial- ly

nor Hughes.
Judge B. s. Rodey of Porto Rk:o Is
not allowing a few thousand miles of
aUt water nor his Judicial duties to
take his mind off the subject of statehood. He sends the following letter
to
Hughes of Arizona,
the letter being published in full In
the Tucson atar.
San Juan, P. R., July 11, 1906.
Governor L. C. Hughes, Tucson, Ariz.
My Dear Governor: Even at this
groat distance and with the slow and
inadequate mail facilites that we
have, I am watching the statehood
right with great interest. The fates
willed that although I worked for the
bill in Washington ud to within fif
teen minutes of the time I took the-train for here, it passed while I was.
on me ocean Detween New York and
port. Inotlce that there aippears to
be a hedltancy In each territory about
.k,Vl.... 111
it.M
ill, mu
illtt t'lY'l inir
tlw. "HUI
0 (J Vr
"O
tion as to the nriontlnn nr rolpftlon
of the Jointure queslon.
I do not
think this is either good policy or
manly. Sn my opinion the two territories would adopt Jointure by an
overwhelming majority If they understood each other. If thev could but
know tttat the opponents of Joint
statehood in each territory are misrepresenting the facts, it would tend
to rcmows the prejudices that now unnecessarily exist. The people of New
Mexico ta every way are Just as good
as the fjeople of Arizona and no better, an the people of Arizona are
Just as jfood the people of Arizona and
no better. Neither territory will get
any advantage of the other under
Joint stétehood, and what Is more
everybody who understands the situa
tion knws this. If the people of
Arizona,, will carefully watch the
written 1 arguments agatnst
Joint
statehood, and carefully listen to the
speecher that are being made before
them against Joint statehood,
they
will see and understand that there Is
not a tenable argument against Jointure. I tlalm a right to speak on this
great sntoject.
I
have done more
work ajpout It and sacrificed moro
in proportion to w hat I have than am
other person. My advice to the people of Arizona to get up excursions
to points in New Mexico and go and
see that territory, and it would be
well for the people of New Mexico to
do the same as to Arizona. When the
good people of Arizona see the cities
of New. Mexico and their civilization
and educational institutions, they will
not thereafter believe the false stories
that are being told about that territory, and its people.
I may
be
prejudiced about. it ?bcuuse. of ho
lifelong
that I have made on the
subject, but I do claim that there are
many people in Arizona who are
fighting Joint statehood for unworthy
and selfish reasons, and I further
claim that every independent and
patriotic citizen of Arizona who has
manhood enough to lay aside prejudice and Investigate this grave question, will thereafter as I certainly do
now,
regard all these enemies of
Joint statehood as public enemies ot
both territories.
Remember I concede the right to everyone to their
own opinions on this subject, when
that opinion is the result of a full,
fair and Impartial investigation, but
not otherwise. If I can manage to
get back In September and October
I hope to take the stump in both territories on this great question, and I
have no doubt that the good people or
Arizona will give me a respectful
hearing. I cannot believe that the
people of Arizona If this great question is explained to them, will vote it
I
down at the November election.
spent many years of hard work fighting for separate statehood for both
the territories. I found it Impossible.
After I found jointure to be the only
thing possible, I used the fact that it
was being forced upon us, as a lever
to Induce conjrress to grant us the
liberal terms, which the 'enabling act" now contains. I secured
twice the quantity of land, that is usually donated to a new state, and Ave
millions of dollars In cash for our
I also seschools and Institutions.
cured two agricultural colleges instead of me and I favored the people of Arizona by securing for them
a congrewman and a United States
court within the present boundary
lines of that territory. I also permit-to- d
Arizona to get two members the
conbest of It 4n the constitutional
vention., ..Under the census of l&OO
the constitutional convention of 110
members should have stood 68 for
New Mexico and 42 for Arizona, yet
It was permitted to stand at 66 and
44.
But these proportions of dele-gatThe new
amount to nothing.
state will dlvlac upon political llnei
and not uon territorial lines. I hope
Arlsonafs people will do right by
themselves and Its future generations
by giving a good majority for Jolnturo
on November 6. I know that when
thi.i letter Is published there will be
nothing' too mean to be said against
me by persons whose Interests are the
other way, and they will have the advantage as am not at home to defend myself. I am not a boaster and
do not want to be considered in that
light. WW if the opponents of Joint
statehood think they have a Just
cause there are plenty of friends of
Jointure. Including m.vs&lf, who will
be glad to meet them during thlH
summer and fall before audiences in
cither territory. In respectable Joint
debates on the subject. Kvery euuor
who write:! a line In reDlr to the
fttatcmelft made in this letter can
find plenty of people to debate the
question With him. There are In each
territory many able gentlemen who
are editors of the local press, and my
advlce 1 that the press association of
excursions
each territory arrange
from one territory to the other s
opinpublic
that thenen who mold
majr have a chance to get acion
quainted," with the people and the
resources of each territory.
W4th best wishes to the neople of
both terMtorles, and to yourself, Mr.
a
Editor, r am,
Sincerely yours.
B. S. RODET.
A

Paper Hands
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CMi Prlir Awarded.
prlie will b glvn to tho

A caslt

pcrnonRjiiaklnK hp bent target rrorrt
the Penny Parlor fthootlng Galterv.
CWlteit.
The only genulnn h mn rooking In
tfie cltyVat the Woman' Exchange-
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FATAL STABBING ON

xnn

fusely, leaving a gaah near the nlppl
about two Inches In laftgth.
gambler by
Tlie wounded man

txxuDlion, and had Just arrived here
from Humboldt in the énrly part or

ihe evening. He A geeriiy known
around the mtnliir eemas as the
Humboldt Kid?' ÍRd The "Kmg" and,
was not considered a uangciuus inar- acter.
Montano lias lived In and around
jthte city and Ciown KlOK for the pasU
three years, being engaged as bar
tender in a down MSO resort, and
Was afterwards for á jume proprietor
of a saloon In the Crown King country In partnership with a Mexican
woman known as Boafcha."
Immediately after the stabbing he left the
vicinity, running north on Granite
street and at a late hour last night
had not been apprehended, although
strenuous efforts were being made by
the city police and
office
to effect his capture.
Moth parties to the affray aro Mexicans and much indignation was expressed In the Mexican colony last
night over the occurrence.

THE GLOBE STORE
SEE OUR

.

WINDOW

DISPLAY

FOR

LADIES', CHILDREN'S
OXFORDS

DONT GRUMBLE

wheal your Joints ache and you

suf-l- M

fer from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle I
Of Mallard's Sinun............. HIIU
n.l ni., 'I
v..w. T.lnomnn,
instant relief. A positive cure for
Rheumatism, Burns, Cuts, Contracted
Muscles, Sore Chest, etc.. Mr. I. T.
Bogy, a prominent rperchant at Willow" Point, Texas, saya that ho Amis
Ballard's Snow Ltnament the best
all around Llnambnt he ever used.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.

PRESCOTT STREET
Long Standing Feud May End In
der of Reyes Robles.

PAGE

BARGAIN

BIG

IN

AND MEN'S

AND SUMMER

IN VICI KID, PATENT KID, BOX CALF

SHOES

AND VELOUR CALF

TANS IN ALL SHADES

FEE'B GOOD OOM ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORK.

Mur-

SMALLER COAL BILLS will be
result of buying your supply of
for next winter of us now. For
month of August tye will sell
for stocking purposes at the
summer rate, both hard and soft
coal. Do not fail to take advantage
of this oportunity as the price advances Seotember L
W. H. HAH V & CO.

the
coal
the
to coal

A culmination of what anpears
be a feud dating back several months,
was reached here last evening about
9:45 o'clock In the center of South

WE ALSO HAVE

Granite street, a short distance from
the corner of Goodwin, when Antonio
Montano stabbed in the rljrht breast
Reyes Robles, seriously, If not fatally,
FEE'S HOME-MADCANDY AT
Injuring him, says the Prescott Jour WALTON'S
DRUG STORE.
It appears that a short time before
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS.
the occurrence, the men met in one
of the resorts of the red light district,
Is prepared
The undersigned
to
and after taking some drinks, got into
a dispute, and shortly afterwards left make trlp9 to and from the celebrated
HOT
Any
JEMEZ
SPRINGS.
Infor
the place. No attention was paid to
the occurrence until Reyes Robles, mation desired can be secured from
H,
George
Moore,
No.
113
West
man,
Pall
the Injured
returned to the No
riega saloon and informed those pres- road avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
ent that he had been cut, begging
them to send for a doctor. Dr.
Yount was at once summoned, ami
Mistakes Are Costly.
after making an examination of the
Our Statement Ledger System not
wound, had the injured man remov- only
prevents many mistakes, but
ed to the Mercy hospital.
Little could be learned from the In- saves time and worry. We know, M
jured man pertaining to the affair ex- Retail Merchant, you would be Inter
cept that Montano stabbed him in the ested If you understood the system
right breast with a knife, a descrip- Let us explain It to you. Auto 'phone
tion of which he could not give.
18.
H. S. Llthgow & Co.,
The knife entered the right breast,
proBookbinders.
and pierced the lung, which bled
Journal Building.
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MAKE ROOM FOR FALL GOODS, WHICH ARE NOW COMING
COME IN AND SEE US
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NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS
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to those who are anxious to have a Gas Range, yet
are postponing buying till next year, we are making
this offer, good till August 20th.

a

w

Detroit Jewell Gas
Range No.

Detroit Jewel Gas

ADAMS & DILGARD

$21.00

$22.50

FUNERAL

TERMS: $5.00 cash and
$4.00 a month for four
months.

TERMS: $5.00 cash and
$3.50 a month for five
months.

Range No. 2516

52-1- 6

DIRECTORS

FREE PLUMBING
To each purchaser of a Range will be given, FREE,
one year's subscription to one of the following magazine- The Delineator, (Jood Housekeeping or Woman's
Home Companion. This excellent offer will be closed
after Monday, AUGUST THE TWENTIETH.

Embalming Is Oar

CORONADO TENT CITY
CORONADO

delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own coAking
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,

ASK ANY

Specialty
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avenuo
New Phone 1G2
Old Phone Blk 298

BEACH, CALIFORNIA

A

,

fs

than ever, before, and the old Hudson
hot springs on that line have beconi
a favorite resort under the name of
Faywood. and Deming. Rincón ami
Las Cruces have more than doubled
their population.
In fact, the Santa Fe has been
"California Ctaxy" for many year,
and hs not had time to look Into any
other earnings or. choice parts of Its
long line, let alone cater to the comfort
and convenience of Its Rio
Grande patrons. This sort of treat-meInvites competition
and rival
lines spring up to meet the public demands.
Las Cruces and El Paso are now
more closely connected In Interests
and aspirations than ever before slnco
the government dam Is a certainly
and S200.000 Is actually avallaba
for work at Dona Ana on that project.
If the Santa Fe road will not take
care of the passenger traffic that
these common irrigation Interests will
develop In the Rio Grande valley,
then we must have another railrotd
that will do a little for the public
who support It.
Xew Mexicans south of Albuquer
que have some claims on the Santa
Fe railroad and they are entitled lo
at least a proper train service, not Id
the Interest of the Harvey hotel at
Rincón or to entail a loss of six hours
at every Junction during midnight
travel.
nt
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RIGHT TO TALK

i
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SERVICE
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JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
la now open all the year around
Beat of Accommodations

AGENT

Otero'a

Rath House
Connection.
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The Albuq. Gas, Electric Light & Power Go.
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Sfcsh and Doors

Piint amd Glass

Contractors' Material

ROGERS. Prop

THIRD
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Both
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Uhe Future IKailroad Center

of

JWebv

Mexico

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
LINES
OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
MAIN
THE JUNCTION OF THE
AND
THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS,
?, mm
.
I
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The Helen &obun arid Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues,, right in the business
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business an Resience Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
Railway
Grounds,
Fe
Depot
Railway
Fe
Company
The
&
is
directly
Santa
Atchison,
upon
Topeka
the
and
now grading its extensive depot grounds
Santa
center of the new city
of
70 miles of side track) to accomodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating house, round house, coal
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, an several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 barrels a 'day capacity, winery, etc. It is the
u- x- !. J't
m
.
.
x
i x..Ti ;
i
i
4
x
xl .1..íl
i
i.
it
x. i
- i
...i
r
xl
.i" .I' pointx r.xi
ior iiuur, wuui, wneai, wine, ueau&i nay aim uuu in new iviojuuu, num us luuanun upun uiu great uuiik une leaumg noun, souin, east ana west, to ail
largest snipping
points in the United btates ano Mexico its Tuture growth as a commercial point cannot be estimated, All Tast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas uity, baivesion ana me racmc uoasi, me water is goon ana onmaie unsurpassea, oeien nas a 3irj,uuu pumic scnooi nouse, two churches, a commercia
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy, One third of purclub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
for
on
not
remain
with interest at 8 per cent per annum,
may
and
Title perfect an warranty deeds given.
mortgage
year
one
chase money cash;
in
lots,
call
choice
person or write to
For further particulars and prices of lots
Come early if you wish to secure the
Are

70-fo- ot

ft.

up-tod-

two-thir-

:

.

ate

ds

MUBflUUMi

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BEHGEH,

Secretary
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T. Y. Mavnara?

Geo. W. Hlckoi

BticiUHvw nvpi mjnuTw
Co.. Sterling Silverware: Th Llbby Co.,
Manufacturing
Durham
The
d
China
Artistic Cut ülsn, and The W. A. Pickard
of
Each In Ita class, and appropriate for Wedding Qlfts. Our itock
"never' before ao complete." 'Tie a good time for Inveet-an- t,
Diamond
aa Diamond are rapidly advancing In value.

All

Twsdajr. Augnat M, !
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ODD CHAIRS

She Hickox May nard Company
-

MORNING JOURNAL),

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

Hand-painte-

We place on sale a big assortment of odd
chairs at greatly reduced prices, among them
a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of

New Mexico's Leading Jewelers

South Second Strut

Tht Arch Front
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SOLDIERS

Special Train Will Reach Albuquerque at 2:30 This AfterPeralta,
noon When Reception Will
weeks
Be Tendered Militiamen.

visit.

Mis. Meietun 8. Otero,
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of
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PerWna, paator "f the
as a
Presbyterian chutch In Socorro,
visitor in Aliiuguoitjii' yesterday.
comThe Resnlngton Typewriter
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II h Holt
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visit in Bernalillo yesterday
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Washouts In Kansas have so delayed the special traiu bearing the New
Mexico militia companies from the
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The above Is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to sec the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put R close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at It that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and cat it In comfort "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
sale is due to their merits to nothing eUe.

eeeesee seess

DR. B. M. WILLIAMS
DENTIST

y.O

ga.-i- '-

Avenue

308-31- 0

Fanner, of South Broal-waAngeles (or a
baa gone to Lo
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TINNERS

AVENUE

per cent. We gladly show you our stock-lea-ving
your own good judgment do the rest.

Ml" T. 1. .MillMI"l rein.
from a Bhorl visit III El

Paget

RAILROAD
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321-32-
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arriving at
203
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Automatic
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wa- - expected they will not teach
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received
Galles
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UNE MERCHANT TAILORING
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General
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nill be a somewhat elaborate affair. A
209 S. Second St
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Simon Stern has returned from
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number
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Alaska Refrigerators
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White Mountain Freezers
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Blue Flame Oil Stoves
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Gasoline Stoves

COAL

Lawn and Garden Tools
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Grocery Company
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DIAMONDS

Our prlcea are RIGHT.
When bought rtght are a good Investment
We Invite you to can and examine the beautiful diamond goods wo ara
Jewelry,
Watches,
Silverware,
etc. Mail orders receive
offering. Also

prompt attention.

EVERITT,

THE LEADING JEWELER
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A. E. WALKER
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Rankin & (o.

J.E.BELL
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"Beit Co.
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Livery, Feed and Sale
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.W. STRONG'S SONS

.
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Salt Meats

First Street

i

201-21-

LUMBER.
Cement

DIAMOND

HARDWARE

F.DGE" TOOLS

Sash. Doors, Glevss,

f

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
First Street

Z

Nsvrsjvsttc Avenas,

Albusjuerque, New Mexico
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HATCHETS,
CHISELS,
SAWS.
01 n LCI 3,
FILM.
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AXIS

see our window display
Phones: Auto. 546; Colo. 74
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